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Steel Design After College
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This course was developed This course was developed 
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Research and Development group at Research and Development group at 
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PurposePurpose

Typical undergraduate takes 1 to 2 steel design coursesTypical undergraduate takes 1 to 2 steel design courses

These courses provide fundamentals needed to design These courses provide fundamentals needed to design 
steel structuressteel structures

The knowledge gained in these courses is prerequisite but The knowledge gained in these courses is prerequisite but 
not sufficient for designing steel structuresnot sufficient for designing steel structures

Theoretical knowledge must be supplemented  by practical Theoretical knowledge must be supplemented  by practical 
experienceexperience

The purpose of this course is to fill the gapThe purpose of this course is to fill the gap

4

ScopeScope

Seven SessionsSeven Sessions

Design of Steel Flexural MembersDesign of Steel Flexural Members 1 Hr1 Hr

Composite Beam DesignComposite Beam Design 1 Hr1 Hr

Lateral Design of Steel BuildingsLateral Design of Steel Buildings 1 Hr1 Hr

Deck DesignDeck Design ½½ HrHr

DiaphragmsDiaphragms 1 Hr1 Hr

Base Plates and Anchor Rods Base Plates and Anchor Rods ¾¾ HrHr

Steel Trusses and Computer Analysis verificationSteel Trusses and Computer Analysis verification ¾¾ HrHr
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Strength Design of Steel Flexural MembersStrength Design of Steel Flexural Members

Local buckling, LTB and yielding and what it means Local buckling, LTB and yielding and what it means 
in practical applicationsin practical applications

Strategies for effective beam bracingStrategies for effective beam bracing

CantileversCantilevers

Leveraging Leveraging CCbb for economical designfor economical design

Beams under upliftBeams under uplift

6

Steel Composite Beam Design Concepts Steel Composite Beam Design Concepts 

Review of composite beam designReview of composite beam design

Serviceability issues and detailingServiceability issues and detailing

Different ways to influence composite beam designDifferent ways to influence composite beam design
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Lateral Analysis of Steel Buildings Lateral Analysis of Steel Buildings 
for Wind Loads for Wind Loads 

Serviceability, strength and stability limit statesServiceability, strength and stability limit states

Analysis parameters and modeling assumptionsAnalysis parameters and modeling assumptions

Acceptability criteriaAcceptability criteria

Brace beam designBrace beam design

Role of gravity columnsRole of gravity columns

8

Steel Deck DesignSteel Deck Design

Types of steel decks and their application of useTypes of steel decks and their application of use

Designing for building insurance requirementsDesigning for building insurance requirements

Types of finishes and when to specifyTypes of finishes and when to specify

Special design and construction issuesSpecial design and construction issues
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Role Of Diaphragm in Buildings Role Of Diaphragm in Buildings 
and Its Design and Its Design 

Types of diaphragms and design methodsTypes of diaphragms and design methods

Diaphragm deflectionsDiaphragm deflections

Diaphragm modelingDiaphragm modeling

Potential diaphragm problemsPotential diaphragm problems

10

Base Plates and Anchor Rod DesignBase Plates and Anchor Rod Design

Material specificationsMaterial specifications

Consideration for shear and tensionConsideration for shear and tension

Interface with concreteInterface with concrete
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Steel Trusses and Computer Analysis VerificationSteel Trusses and Computer Analysis Verification

TrussesTrusses

Types of trussesTypes of trusses

Strategies in geometryStrategies in geometry

Member selectionMember selection

Truss ConnectionsTruss Connections

Computer modeling issuesComputer modeling issues

12

What is not covered?What is not covered?

AISC offers number of continuing education courses for steel desAISC offers number of continuing education courses for steel designign

Stability of Columns and FramesStability of Columns and Frames

Bolting and WeldingBolting and Welding

Field FixesField Fixes

Seismic DesignSeismic Design

Blast and Progressive Collapse MitigationBlast and Progressive Collapse Mitigation

Connection DesignConnection Design

Erection related issuesErection related issues

Each of these seminars covers the specific topic in detailEach of these seminars covers the specific topic in detail
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Relax and EnjoyRelax and Enjoy

Ask questions as we goAsk questions as we go

Detail discussion if required at the Detail discussion if required at the 
end of each sessionend of each session

No need to take notes.  Handout has No need to take notes.  Handout has 
everything that is on the slideseverything that is on the slides

14

Strength Design of Structural Steel
Flexural Members 
(Non- Composite)
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ScopeScope

Limit statesLimit states
StrengthStrength
Serviceability (outside scope)Serviceability (outside scope)

Strength limit statesStrength limit states
Local bucklingLocal buckling
Lateral torsional bucklingLateral torsional buckling
YieldingYielding

Effective beam bracingEffective beam bracing
Compression flange lateral supportCompression flange lateral support
Torsional supportTorsional support

CantileversCantilevers
Significance of Significance of CCbb

AISC equationsAISC equations
YuraYura -- downward loadsdownward loads
YuraYura -- upliftuplift

ExamplesExamples

16

Design of Structural Steel Flexural MembersDesign of Structural Steel Flexural Members

(Non(Non--composite)composite)
Limit statesLimit states

Strength limit state (factored loads)Strength limit state (factored loads)
Serviceability limit states (service loads)Serviceability limit states (service loads)

Strength limit statesStrength limit states
Local buckling (flange, web)Local buckling (flange, web)
Lateral torsional buckling (Lateral torsional buckling (CCbb, l, lbb, E), E)
Yielding (Yielding (FFyy))

Serviceability limit states (outside scope)Serviceability limit states (outside scope)
Deflection Deflection 
VibrationVibration
Refer to Design Guide 3: Serviceability Design Considerations Refer to Design Guide 3: Serviceability Design Considerations 
for Steel Buildings, Second Edition/ West and Fisher (2003)for Steel Buildings, Second Edition/ West and Fisher (2003)
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Strength Limit State for Local Buckling Strength Limit State for Local Buckling 

DefinitionsDefinitions
λλ =  Slenderness parameter =  Slenderness parameter 

; must be calculated for flange and web buckling; must be calculated for flange and web buckling
λλPP =  limiting slenderness parameter for compact element=  limiting slenderness parameter for compact element
λλRR =  limiting slenderness parameter for non=  limiting slenderness parameter for non--compact elementcompact element

λλ ≤≤ λλPP : Section capable of developing fully plastic stress : Section capable of developing fully plastic stress 
distribution distribution 

λλpp ≤≤ λλ ≤≤ λλrr : : Section capable of developing yield stress before local Section capable of developing yield stress before local 
buckling occurs; will buckle before fully plastic stress buckling occurs; will buckle before fully plastic stress 
distribution can be achieved.distribution can be achieved.

λλ ≥≥ λλRR : Slender compression elements; will buckle elastically : Slender compression elements; will buckle elastically 
before yield stress is achieved.before yield stress is achieved.

18

Local Flange BucklingLocal Flange Buckling Local Web BucklingLocal Web Buckling

Applies to major and minor axis bendingApplies to major and minor axis bending

Table B4.1 AISC LRFD SpecificationsTable B4.1 AISC LRFD Specifications

Strength Limit State for Local BucklingStrength Limit State for Local Buckling

Note: Note: λλpp limit assumes inelastic rotation capacity of 3.0. For structurelimit assumes inelastic rotation capacity of 3.0. For structures in s in 
seismic design, a greater capacity may be required.seismic design, a greater capacity may be required.
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Local Compactness and BucklingLocal Compactness and Buckling

Local buckling of top flange of Local buckling of top flange of 
W6 X 15W6 X 15

Top flange buckled before the Top flange buckled before the 
lateral torsional buckling lateral torsional buckling 
occurred or plastic moment is occurred or plastic moment is 
developeddeveloped

Many computer programs can Many computer programs can 
find buckling load when section find buckling load when section 
is properly meshed in a FEM is properly meshed in a FEM 
((eigenvalueeigenvalue buckling analysis)buckling analysis)

20

Strength Limit States for Local BucklingStrength Limit States for Local Buckling
Example Example -- Calculate Calculate φφbbMMnn (Non compact section)(Non compact section)

W6 X 15W6 X 15

FFyy =  50.0  ksi=  50.0  ksi

MMpp = 10.8 x 50/12 = 45.0 k= 10.8 x 50/12 = 45.0 k--ftft

MMrr = 0.7 x = 0.7 x FFyy x x SSxx

= 0.7 x 50 x 9.72/12 = 28.35 k= 0.7 x 50 x 9.72/12 = 28.35 k--ftft
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−>=
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)WebCompact(31.9060.21
t
h

)FlangeCompactNon(15.950.11
t2

b

:Web

:Flange 0.38 29000 / 50 = 9.15

1.0 29000 / 50 = 24.08

3.76 29000 / 50 = 90.31

5.70 29000 / 50 = 137.27

)M of (94.18%  ft-k 38.14            
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Strength Limit States for Local BucklingStrength Limit States for Local Buckling
`̀

φbMn is the smaller value computed using λp and λr corresponding to local 
flange and local web buckling

2-1

Slender section, See detailed procedure Chapter F.

Flange Equation

compactnonisSection
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FFyy BeamsBeams φφMMn n / / φφ MMpp

50 ksi 50 ksi W6 X 8.5W6 X 8.5 97.35 %97.35 %
W6 X 9W6 X 9 99.98 %99.98 %
W6x15W6x15 94.18 %94.18 %
W8 X 10W8 X 10 98.82 %98.82 %
W8 X 31W8 X 31 99.91 %99.91 %
W10 X 12W10 X 12 99.27 %99.27 %
W12 X 65W12 X 65 98.13 %98.13 %
W14 X 90 W14 X 90 97.46 %97.46 %
W14 X 99 W14 X 99 99.54 %99.54 %
W21 X 48 W21 X 48 99.17 %99.17 %
W6 X 15W6 X 15 98.51 %98.51 %

Strength Limit States for Local BucklingStrength Limit States for Local Buckling
List of nonList of non--compact sections (W and C sections)compact sections (W and C sections)

Only one WOnly one W--section is nonsection is non--compact compact 
for for FFyy = 36 = 36 ksiksi

Only ten WOnly ten W--sections are nonsections are non--compact compact 
for for FFyy= 50 = 50 ksiksi

All CAll C--sections and MCsections and MC-- sections are sections are 
compact for both compact for both FFyy = 36 = 36 ksiksi and and FFyy = = 
50 50 ksiksi

All WT sections are made from WAll WT sections are made from W--
sections.  When sections.  When stem of WT is in stem of WT is in 
tensiontension due to flexure, this list also due to flexure, this list also 
applies to WT made from Wapplies to WT made from W--sectionssections

When stem of WT is in compression When stem of WT is in compression 
due to flexure, all WT sections are due to flexure, all WT sections are 
nonnon--compact or slendercompact or slender

36 36 ksiksi
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LTB = LateralLTB = Lateral--Torsional BucklingTorsional Buckling

φφbbMMnn is a function of:is a function of:
Beam section properties (Beam section properties (ZZxx, r, ryy, x, x11, x, x22, , SSxx, G, J, A, C, G, J, A, Cww, I, Iyy))
Unbraced length, LUnbraced length, Lbb

LLp p : Limiting L: Limiting Lbb for full plastic bending capacityfor full plastic bending capacity
LLrr : Limiting L: Limiting Lbb for inelastic LTBfor inelastic LTB
FFyy : Yield strength, ksi: Yield strength, ksi
E : Modulus of elasticity, ksiE : Modulus of elasticity, ksi

CCbb: Bending coefficient depending on moment gradient: Bending coefficient depending on moment gradient

Seminar considers only compact sections.  See previous Seminar considers only compact sections.  See previous 
slide. (W6 X 15, 50 ksi outside scope)slide. (W6 X 15, 50 ksi outside scope)

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB

24

Most WMost W--sections and all C and MCsections and all C and MC--sections are compact sections are compact 
for for FFyy = 50 = 50 ksiksi and and FFyy = 36 = 36 ksiksi

With the exception of W6 X 15 (With the exception of W6 X 15 (FFyy = 50 = 50 ksiksi), the ratio of ), the ratio of 
φφMMnn to to φφMMpp for other nonfor other non--compact sections is 97.35% or compact sections is 97.35% or 
higher higher 

With the possible exception of W6 X 15 (With the possible exception of W6 X 15 (FFyy = 50 = 50 ksiksi), ), 
which is seldom used, local buckling effect on moment which is seldom used, local buckling effect on moment 
capacity may be safely ignored for all AISC standard W capacity may be safely ignored for all AISC standard W 
and C sectionsand C sections

Strength Limit States for Local BucklingStrength Limit States for Local Buckling
Notes on nonNotes on non--compact sectionscompact sections
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Lateral torsional buckling (LTB) cannot occur if the moment of Lateral torsional buckling (LTB) cannot occur if the moment of 
inertia about the bending axis is equal to or less than the momeinertia about the bending axis is equal to or less than the moment nt 
of inertia out of plane of inertia out of plane 

LTB is not applicable to W, C, and rectangular tube sections benLTB is not applicable to W, C, and rectangular tube sections bent t 
about the weak axis, and square tubes, circular pipes, or flat about the weak axis, and square tubes, circular pipes, or flat 
platesplates

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB

In these cases, yielding controls if the section is compactIn these cases, yielding controls if the section is compact

No lateral No lateral -- torsional bucklingtorsional buckling

Bending Axis

WEAK AXIS RECTANGULAR 
TUBE

WEAK AXIS
PIPESQUARE 

TUBE
FLAT PLATE

26

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
CCbb = 1.0; uniform moment gradient between brace points= 1.0; uniform moment gradient between brace points

Unbraced Length - Lb (ft)

φ b
M

n
(ft

-k
)

LRLP

φbMR

φbMp

AISC (F2-1)
Full Plastic Bending Capacity

AISC (F2-2)
Inelastic Lateral-Torsional Buckling

AISC (F2-3)
Elastic Lateral-Torsional Buckling
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Definition of LDefinition of Lbb (unbraced length) (unbraced length) 

LLbb = distance between points which are either braced against = distance between points which are either braced against 
lateral displacement of compression flange lateral displacement of compression flange oror braced against braced against 
twist of the cross sectiontwist of the cross section

* Note that a point in which twist of the cross section is preve* Note that a point in which twist of the cross section is prevented is nted is 
considered  a brace point even if lateral displacement of the considered  a brace point even if lateral displacement of the 
compression flange is permitted at that locationcompression flange is permitted at that location

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB

28

At points of support for beams, girders, and trusses, restraint At points of support for beams, girders, and trusses, restraint 
against rotation about their longitudinal axis shall be providedagainst rotation about their longitudinal axis shall be provided..

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
Bracing at supports (scope of Chapter F)Bracing at supports (scope of Chapter F)

WRONG RIGHT
RIGHT

RIGHT

Full Depth 
Stiffeners/ 
Stiffeners 
stopped at 
“K” distance

Weak diaphragm or 
side-sway not 
prevented
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Bracing is effective if it prevents twist of the cross section Bracing is effective if it prevents twist of the cross section and/orand/or
lateral movement of compression flangelateral movement of compression flange

C = compression flangeC = compression flange
T = tension flangeT = tension flange

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
Effective beam bracing examplesEffective beam bracing examples

C C or T C or T

T or CT or C

C or T C or T

T or C T or CT

DIAPHRAGM BEAM X-BRACING

CASE  1.CASE  1. CASE  2.CASE  2. CASE  3.CASE  3.

Case 1 is a brace point because lateral movement of compression Case 1 is a brace point because lateral movement of compression flange is preventedflange is prevented
Cases 2 and 3  are brace points because twist of the cross sectiCases 2 and 3  are brace points because twist of the cross section is prevented.on is prevented.
Stiffness and strength design of diaphragms and xStiffness and strength design of diaphragms and x--bracing type braces is outside of bracing type braces is outside of 
scope of this seminarscope of this seminar

30

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB

Roof decks Roof decks -- slabs on metal deckslabs on metal deck
All concrete slabsAll concrete slabs--onon--metal deck, and in most practical cases metal deck, and in most practical cases 
steel roof decks, can be considered to provide full bracing of steel roof decks, can be considered to provide full bracing of 
compression flangecompression flange

Roof Deck

Concrete Slab 
on Metal Deck
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Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB

FAQ  =  is the inflection point a brace point?FAQ  =  is the inflection point a brace point?

Answer  =  noAnswer  =  no

Reason = Twist of the cross section and/or lateral displacement Reason = Twist of the cross section and/or lateral displacement of of 
the compression flange is not prevented at inflection point locathe compression flange is not prevented at inflection point location.tion.

Cross section buckled shape at inflection point:Cross section buckled shape at inflection point:

θθ

Compression Flange Free to Displace Laterally
C

T

Section Free to Twist

Beam Centroid - No Lateral Movement

32

Bracing is effective if it prevents twist of the cross section Bracing is effective if it prevents twist of the cross section and/orand/or
lateral movement of the compression flangelateral movement of the compression flange

C = compression flangeC = compression flange
T  = tension flangeT  = tension flange

C

T

C

T

C

T

Weak/Soft Spring

CASE 1. CASE 3.CASE 2.

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
Ineffective beam bracing examplesIneffective beam bracing examples

Cases 1 and 2 are not brace points because lateral movement of cCases 1 and 2 are not brace points because lateral movement of compression ompression 
flange is not prevented and twist of crossflange is not prevented and twist of cross--section is not prevented.section is not prevented.

Case 3 is not a brace point because Case 3 is not a brace point because ““weak/soft springweak/soft spring”” does not have enough does not have enough 
stiffness or strength to adequately prevent translation of comprstiffness or strength to adequately prevent translation of compression flange. ession flange. 
Brace strength and stiffness requirements are outside the scope Brace strength and stiffness requirements are outside the scope of this seminar.of this seminar.
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Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB

Compact sectionsCompact sections

CCbb = 1.0= 1.0 (Uniform moment between braced points)(Uniform moment between braced points)

LLbb ≤≤ LLpp

LLb b = = Unbraced LengthUnbraced Length

:1.76

:

=

==

AISC (F2-5)rL

AISC (F2-1)ZFMM

yP

ybpbnb φφφ
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tic
D
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ig

n

In
el

as
tic
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B

Elastic
LTB

φ b
M

n

φbMp

Lp Lr

φbMr

Unbraced Length (Lb)

Cb = 1.0 
(Basic Strength)

Equation F2-1E/Fy
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Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
Compact sections: Compact sections: CCbb = 1.0 (uniform moment between braced points)= 1.0 (uniform moment between braced points)

LLpp << LLbb ≤≤ LLrr

Linear interpolationLinear interpolation between values of between values of φφbbMMpp, , φφbb(M(Mpp--0.7F0.7FyySSxx), ), LLpp,and,and LLrr
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Lp Lr
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Unbraced Length (Lb)

Cb = 1.0 
(Basic Strength)

Equation F2-2

AISC (F2-2)

AISC F2-8a

AISC F2-7

AISC F2-6
2
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E
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2
hc = AISC F2-8b

Fy
E1.76rL yp = AISC F2-5
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Yielding and LTB Yielding and LTB 

Compact and nonCompact and non--compact sectioncompact section
CCbb = 1.0= 1.0
LLbb > > LLrr

Where: Where: 

Elastic buckling Elastic buckling 

φφbbMMnn = = φφbbMMcrcr is not a function of is not a function of FFyy

Pb

2

ts

b

ox
2

ts

b

2
b

xcrbnb M
r
L

hS
Jc0.0781

r
L

EπCSFM φ≤⎟⎟
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Elastic
LTB

φ b
M

n

φbMp

Lp Lr

φbMr

Unbraced Length (Lb)

Cb = 1.0 
(Basic Strength)

Equation F2-3

F2-3AISC

x

wy2
ts S

CI
r =

36

LLpp, , LLrr : : Previously Defined (CPreviously Defined (Cbb = 1.0)= 1.0)
LLmm : : Value of LValue of Lbb for which Mfor which Mnn = M= Mpp for Cfor Cbb > 1.0> 1.0

LLmm = L= Lpp for Cfor Cbb = 1.0= 1.0

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
CCbb > 1.0> 1.0

φ b
M

n Cb = 1.0

Lp Lr

φ b
C

bM
n

Cb > 1.0

Lm Unbraced Length - Lb (ft)

φ b
M

n
(ft

-k
)

φMp

φMr
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Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
Physical significance of CPhysical significance of Cbb

AISC LRFD AISC LRFD EqEq. F2. F2--4 is solution* to buckling differential equation of:4 is solution* to buckling differential equation of:

*See Timoshenko, Thoery of Elastic Stability

Lb

M M

Key Points:Key Points:
–– Moment is uniform across LMoment is uniform across Lbb –– constant compression in flangeconstant compression in flange
–– Beam is braced for Beam is braced for twisttwist at ends of Lat ends of Lbb

–– Basis is Basis is elasticelastic buckling loadbuckling load
–– CCbb = 1.0 for this case by definition= 1.0 for this case by definition

38

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
Physical significance of CPhysical significance of Cbb

What is What is CCbb??

CCbb = (for a given beam size and L= (for a given beam size and Lbb))

[elastic buckling load of any arrangement of boundary conditions[elastic buckling load of any arrangement of boundary conditions and loading diagram ]and loading diagram ]

[elastic buckling load of boundary conditions and loading shown [elastic buckling load of boundary conditions and loading shown on previous slide ]on previous slide ]

Key points:Key points:
CCbb is a linear multiplier is a linear multiplier 
CCbb is an is an ““adjustment factoradjustment factor””

–– Simplifies calculation of LTB for various loading and boundary cSimplifies calculation of LTB for various loading and boundary conditionsonditions
–– One equation (LRFD F2One equation (LRFD F2--3) can be used to calculate basic capacity3) can be used to calculate basic capacity
–– Published values of Published values of CCbb represent prerepresent pre--solved buckling solutions solved buckling solutions 
–– All published All published CCbb equations are approximations of actual D.E. solutionsequations are approximations of actual D.E. solutions
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Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
Physical significance of CPhysical significance of Cbb

You donYou don’’t need a PhD to find t need a PhD to find CCbb
Differential equation solution with exact BC, loading (Differential equation solution with exact BC, loading (……ok, maybe need PhD)ok, maybe need PhD)
EigenvalueEigenvalue elastic buckling analysiselastic buckling analysis

Example:  W18x35 with LExample:  W18x35 with Lbb = 24= 24’’ subject to uniform uplift load applied at top flangesubject to uniform uplift load applied at top flange
AISC AISC EqEq. F2. F2--3 (uniform moment):  3 (uniform moment):  MMcrcr = 59.3 k= 59.3 k--ftft

Ends braced for twist, uniform moment (Ends braced for twist, uniform moment (eigenvalueeigenvalue buckling analysis):  buckling analysis):  MMcrcr = 59.1 k= 59.1 k--ftft

Ends braced for twist, top flange laterally braced, uplift load Ends braced for twist, top flange laterally braced, uplift load ((eigenvalueeigenvalue buckling analysis):  buckling analysis):  MMcrcr = 123.5 k= 123.5 k--ftft

CCbb = 123.5 / 59.1 = 2.09= 123.5 / 59.1 = 2.09
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Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
Notes on significance of CNotes on significance of Cbb

For For CCbb > 1.0> 1.0
φφBBMMnn = = CCbb [[φφbbMMnn for for CCbb = 1.0 = 1.0 ]] ≤≤ φφbbMMpp

Moment capacity is directly proportional to Moment capacity is directly proportional to CCbb

For For CCbb = 2.0= 2.0
φφBBMMnn(C(Cbb = 2.0) = 2.0 = 2.0) = 2.0 xx φφbbMMnn(C(Cbb = 1.0) = 1.0) ≤≤ φφbbMMpp

Use of Use of CCbb in design can result in significant economiesin design can result in significant economies
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CCbb EquationsEquations

AISC F1AISC F1--11
Assumes beam top and bottom flanges are totally Assumes beam top and bottom flanges are totally 
unsupported between brace pointsunsupported between brace points

YuraYura
Downward loadsDownward loads
Top flange (compression flange) laterally supportedTop flange (compression flange) laterally supported

YuraYura
Uplift loadsUplift loads
Top flange (tension flange) laterally supportedTop flange (tension flange) laterally supported

42

Yielding and LTBYielding and LTB
AISC equationAISC equation

CCbb is a factor to account for moment gradient between is a factor to account for moment gradient between brace pointsbrace points

MMmaxmax = = maximum moment between brace pointsmaximum moment between brace points

MMAA = = at quarter point between brace pointsat quarter point between brace points

MMBB = = at centerline between brace pointsat centerline between brace points

MMCC = = at threeat three--quarter point between brace pointsquarter point between brace points

RRmm == crosscross--section section monosymmetrymonosymmetry parameterparameter

== 1.0, doubly symmetric members1.0, doubly symmetric members

== 1.0, singly symmetric members subjected to 1.0, singly symmetric members subjected to single curvature single curvature bendingbending

M is the absolute value of a moment in the unbraced beam segmentM is the absolute value of a moment in the unbraced beam segment (between braced (between braced 
points which prevent translation of compression flange or twist points which prevent translation of compression flange or twist of the cross section)of the cross section)

This equation assumes that  top and bottom flanges are totally uThis equation assumes that  top and bottom flanges are totally unsupported between nsupported between 
braced pointsbraced points

M3M4M3M5.2
M5.12C

CBAmax

max
b +++

= 1-1FAISCRm ≤ 3.0
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AISC Table 3AISC Table 3--1. Values of C1. Values of Cbb

For simply supported beamsFor simply supported beams

At Load Points

CCbbLoadLoad Lateral Bracing Lateral Bracing 
Along SpanAlong Span

None

None

None

At Load Points

None

At Centerline

At Load Points

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

X X

1.32

X X

X X

X X X

1.67 1.67

1.14

1.67 1.00 1.67

1.14

1.67 1.11 1.11 1.67

1.14

1.30 1.30
X XX

X X

X = Brace Point.
Note That Beam Must Be Braced at Supports.

LLbb

L

L

L/4

L

L/2

L

L/3

L/2
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CCbb Values for Different Load CasesValues for Different Load Cases

AISC Equation F1AISC Equation F1--11

wL2/16
wL2/16

Cb =1.32 

wL2/16

wL2/10
wL2/40

Cb = 3.00

wL2/10

M
0

Cb = 1.67

M
M/2

Cb = 2.17 

M/2M

Cb =1.25 

M

M
CCbb = 2.27= 2.27

PL/6

Cb = 2.08

PL/6

PL/12

PL/8 PL/8

Cb = 1.92
PL/8

PL/12

Cb = 1.56

PL/12

PL/6

MM

Cb =1.00 Cb = 1.32

PL/4

wL2/12
wL2/24

Cb = 2.38

wL2/12

Cb = 1.14

PL/3

Cb = 1.32

PL/6PL/6
PL/6

Cb = 1.17

13PL/24
PL/16 PL/16

Cb = 1.24

PL/8PL/8
5PL/24

Cb =3.00

wL2/4

Cb =2.08

wL2/8

Cb =1.26

wL2/12

Cb =1.21

wL2/16

Cb =1.18

wL2/24

M
wL2/24

Cb =1.61

wL2/12

Cb =1.26

0
wL2/12

Cb =1.23

wL2/12 wL2/24

Cb =1.23

wL2/12
wL2/12

Cb = 2.38

wL2/12 wL2/12

Cb = 1.16

PL/24 7PL/24 PL/24

wL2/40
wL2/10

Cb =1.18 

wL2/40

wL2/24
wL2/12

Cb =1.22 

wL2/24 PL/16

Cb = 1.47

PL/16

3PL/16
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YuraYura’’ss CCbb EquationEquation
(Compression flange continuously braced)(Compression flange continuously braced)

1.  If neither moment causes compression on the bottom flange 1.  If neither moment causes compression on the bottom flange 
there is no bucklingthere is no buckling

2.  When one or both end moments cause compression on the 2.  When one or both end moments cause compression on the 
bottom flanges use bottom flanges use CCbb with Lwith Lbb

3.3. Use Use CCbb with Mwith Moo to check buckling (to check buckling (CCbbφφbbMMnn > M> Moo))
4.4. Use Use MmaxMmax to check yielding (to check yielding (φφbbMpMp > > MmaxMmax))
5. X = Effective brace point

M0 = End moment that gives the largest 
compression stress on the bottom flange

M1   = Other end moment

Mcl = Moment at mid-span

* Take M1 = 0 in this term if M1 is positive

Lb

X

X X

X

MCL

M0 M1
+

--

Mmax = Max. of  Mo, M1, and  MCL

( )*MM
M

3
8

M
M

3
20.3C

10

CL

0

1
b +

−⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
−=
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CCbb Value for Different Load CasesValue for Different Load Cases
YuraYura’’ss CCbb Equation (compression flange continuously braced)Equation (compression flange continuously braced)

MM

Cb =1 

wL2/12

wL2/24

Cb = 3.00 

wL2/12

wL2/24
wL2/12

Cb = 5.00

wL2/24

wL2/40
wL2/10

Cb = 7.67

wL2/40

wL2/16
wL2/16

Cb = 3.67

wL2/16

wL2/10

wL2/40

Cb = 2.67 

wL2/10

M
0

Cb = 1.67

M
M/2

Cb = 2.67

M M/2
Cb =1.33

M

M
CCbb = 3.67= 3.67

No LTB

PL/4

PL/6

Cb = 3.00

PL/6
PL/12

PL/16

Cb = 6.33

PL/16
3PL/16

PL/8

Cb = 3.67

PL/8

PL/8

PL/12

Cb = 5.00

PL/12
PL/6

No LTB

PL/3

Cb = 3.67

PL/6PL/6

PL/6

Cb = 8.11
13PL/48

PL/16 PL/16

Cb = 4.56

PL/8PL/8

5PL/24

Cb =3.00

wL2/4

Cb =4.33

wL2/8

Cb =5.67

wL2/12

Cb =7.00

wL2/16

Cb = 9.67

wL2/24

Cb = 5.67

0
wL2/12

Cb =3.00

wL2/12 wL2/12

Cb =7.67

wL2/12
wL2/12

Cb =6.67

wL2/12
wL2/24

Cb =4.00

wL2/12 wL2/24

Cb = 11.67

PL/24

7PL/24

PL/24
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YuraYura’’ss CCbb EquationEquation
(Tension flange continuously braced)(Tension flange continuously braced)

Three cases Three cases -- three equationsthree equations
Case A Case A -- Both end moments are  positive or zero:Both end moments are  positive or zero:

Case B Case B -- MM00 is negative, Mis negative, M11 is positive or zero:is positive or zero:

Case C Case C -- Both end moments are negative:Both end moments are negative:

If the applied loading does not cause 
compression on the bottom flange, there 
is no buckling.

M0 = End moment that produces the 
smallest tensile stress or the largest 
compression in the bottom  flange.

MMCLCL

MM00 MM11

--
++++

MM11 MM00

MM11 MM00

MMCLCL

MMCLCL

MM11 MM00

MMCLCL

LLbb

MM00 MM11

XX

XX

X = Effective brace point
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YuraYura’’ss CCbb Equation (Uplift)Equation (Uplift)
(Tension flange continuously braced)(Tension flange continuously braced)

Three casesThree cases
Case A Case A -- Both end moments are  positive or zero:Both end moments are  positive or zero:

Case B Case B -- MM00 is negative, mis negative, m11 is positive or zero:is positive or zero:

Case C Case C -- Both end moments are negative:Both end moments are negative:

MM11 MM00

MM11
MM00

MM11
MM00

100100

--5050

100100 --120120

--100100

8080

--150150

--180180

--120120

150MC;93.2
150

)100x6.080(0.2C
M

M6.0M0.2C CRbb
CL

10
b >=

−
+−=

+
−=

180MC;35.2
)180()100(5.0

)120(165.0)180(2)100(2C
MM5.0

M165.0M2M2C CRbb
CL1

0CL1
b >=

−−
−+−−=

−
+−

=

120MC

;59.1
100
50

3
1165.0

120
)50100(0.2C

M
M

3
1165.0

M
)MM(0.2C

CRb

b
0

1

CL

10
b

>

=⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

−
−+

−
−−−=⎥

⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡
+

+
−=
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CCbb Values (Uplift)Values (Uplift)
YuraYura’’ss CCbb Equation (compression flange continuously braced)Equation (compression flange continuously braced)

Lb

Cb = 2.0X X

Lb

Cb = 1.30X XX

Lb

Cb = 1.0X XX X

Lb

Lb Lb

X = Bottom flange Brace Points (Compression flange displacement or twist prevented) at 
these points in addition to continuous tension flange bracing

50

Limit States of Yielding and LTBLimit States of Yielding and LTB
Cantilever beam design recommendationsCantilever beam design recommendations

AISC Spec. F1.2AISC Spec. F1.2

For cantilevers or overhangs where the free end is unbraced,    For cantilevers or overhangs where the free end is unbraced,    
CCbb = 1.0= 1.0

Note that cantilever support shall always be braced.Note that cantilever support shall always be braced.

X

X

Support

Free End 
Unbraced

Cb = 1.0

X

X

X

X

Support

Cb = 1.67 
from AISC 

F1-1

Free End 
Braced
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Cantilever BeamsCantilever Beams
Design recommendationsDesign recommendations

Use AISC equation F1Use AISC equation F1--1 with L1 with Lb b = cantilever length and, = cantilever length and, 

Bracing method: (in order of preference)Bracing method: (in order of preference)
Brace beam with full depth connection to cantilever at support aBrace beam with full depth connection to cantilever at support and nd 
cantilever endcantilever end
Or, full depth stiffeners and kicker at support and cantilever eOr, full depth stiffeners and kicker at support and cantilever endnd
Or, full depth stiffeners at support and cantilever end Or, full depth stiffeners at support and cantilever end 
(only if stiff flexural slab and if positive moment connection i(only if stiff flexural slab and if positive moment connection is s 
provided between slab and beam. For example, slab on metal deck provided between slab and beam. For example, slab on metal deck 
with shear connectors)with shear connectors)
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Example 1 Example 1 -- Beam DesignBeam Design
Downward load Downward load -- top flange continuously bracedtop flange continuously braced

WWuu = 3.90 k/ft= 3.90 k/ft

L = 40 ft;  L = 40 ft;  FFyy = 50 = 50 ksiksi

MMoo = = --300 k300 k--ft (causes compression on bottom flange)ft (causes compression on bottom flange)
MM11 = = --300 k300 k--ft (causes compression on bottom flange)ft (causes compression on bottom flange)
MMCLCL = +480 k= +480 k--ftft

300 k-ft 300 k-ft

480 k-ft

+

--

Moment Diagram
M1M0

MCL

47.4C
300300

480
3
8

300
300

3
20.3C

b

b

=

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

−−
+−⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

−
−−= Yura Equation  
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Example 1 Example 1 -- Beam DesignBeam Design
Downward load Downward load -- top flange continuously bracedtop flange continuously braced

Use Use CCbb with Mwith MOO to check buckling ( to check buckling ( CCbbφφbbMMnn > M> MOO )  )  MMOO =  300 k=  300 k--ftft

Use MUse MMAXMAX to check yielding ( to check yielding ( φφbbMMnn > M> MMAXMAX )  )  MMMAXMAX =  480 k=  480 k--ftft

Try W18x50Try W18x50 φφbbMMpp = 378 k= 378 k--ft  <  480 kft  <  480 k--ftft yielding NGyielding NG
CCbbφφbbMMnn = 315 k= 315 k--ft  >  300 kft  >  300 k--ftft buckling OKbuckling OK

Try W24x55Try W24x55 φφbbMMpp = 502 k= 502 k--ft  >  480 kft  >  480 k--ftft yielding OKyielding OK
CCbbφφbbMMnn = 270 k= 270 k--ft  <  300 kft  <  300 k--ftft buckling NGbuckling NG

Try W21x57Try W21x57 φφbbMMpp = 483 k= 483 k--ft  >  480 kft  >  480 k--ftft yielding OKyielding OK
CCbbφφbbMMnn = 318 k= 318 k--ft  >  300 kft  >  300 k--ftft buckling OKbuckling OK
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Example 2 Example 2 -- Beam DesignBeam Design
Downward and uplift load Downward and uplift load -- top flange continuously bracedtop flange continuously braced

Beam span = 38 ftBeam span = 38 ft DLDL =  16 psf=  16 psf WL  =  WL  =  --30 psf30 psf

Spacing = 10 ftSpacing = 10 ft LLLL =  50 psf=  50 psf

Downward loadDownward load
WWuu = (1.2x16 + 1.6x50)(10) = 0.99 k/ft= (1.2x16 + 1.6x50)(10) = 0.99 k/ft
MMuu = 0.99x38= 0.99x3822/8 = 179 k/8 = 179 k--ftft
Beam compression flange fully braced by roof metal deck.Beam compression flange fully braced by roof metal deck.

UpliftUplift
WWuu = (= (--1.3x30 + 0.9x16)(10) = 1.3x30 + 0.9x16)(10) = --0.25 k/ft0.25 k/ft
MMuu = = --0.25x380.25x3822/8 = /8 = --45 k45 k--ftft
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Example 2 Example 2 -- Beam Design (cont.)Beam Design (cont.)
Downward and uplift load Downward and uplift load -- top flange continuously bracedtop flange continuously braced

For W16x31, 50 For W16x31, 50 ksiksi, , 

φφbbMMpp =  203 k=  203 k--ft  >  179 kft  >  179 k--ft   ft   ∴∴ OKOK

Uniform uplift load with top flange continuously braced:Uniform uplift load with top flange continuously braced:

CCbb = 2.0= 2.0

For W16x31, 50 For W16x31, 50 ksiksi, L, Lbb = 38 ft, and = 38 ft, and CCbb = 2.0= 2.0

CCbbφφbbMMnn =  48.7 k=  48.7 k--ft  >  45.0 kft  >  45.0 k--ftft OKOK
No bracing of bottom flange necessary.No bracing of bottom flange necessary.

Note W16x40 required for Note W16x40 required for CCbb = 1.0= 1.0

56

36.9 k-ft

wult = 3.64 k/ft

94.5 k-ft

76.5 k-ft

116.5 k-ft

37.41 k-ft

Span 1 Span 2 Cant.Span 3

Example 3 Example 3 -- Load CheckLoad Check

Beam Size: W18x35, Beam Size: W18x35, FFyy = 50ksi= 50ksi

(Top flange continuously braced)(Top flange continuously braced)
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Example 3 Example 3 -- Load CheckLoad Check

Use of Use of YuraYura’’ss CCbb equationequation
(Top flange continuously braced and downward load)(Top flange continuously braced and downward load)

Span    Lb MO MCL M1 Cb Check Yielding: Check Buckling:         Beam
(Yura) φbMP MMAX φbMP > MMAX φbMn CbφbMn |MO|    CbφbMn > MO Design 

1     14.5   -116.5  +37.4     0 3.19 249.4   116.5         OK 122.8    249.4    116.5        OK OK

2       20    -116.5  +76.5  -94.5 3.43 249.4   116.5         OK 69.8     239.4    116.5        OK OK

3     5.08    -94.5   -53.9   -36.9 1.48 249.4    94.5          OK 242.0    249.4     94.5         OK OK

Check Span 2 with Check Span 2 with CCbb = 1.0= 1.0
W18x35, LW18x35, Lbb = 20 ft, = 20 ft, CCbb = 1.0, = 1.0, φφbbMMnn = 69.8 k= 69.8 k--ft  <  116.5 kft  <  116.5 k--ftft NG!NG!

Beam is not adequate with Beam is not adequate with CCbb = 1.0= 1.0

58

Summary  Summary  -- Steel Flexural MembersSteel Flexural Members

Local buckling is not an issue for most beams for A992 beamsLocal buckling is not an issue for most beams for A992 beams

Effective bracing must be provided at ends to restrain rotation Effective bracing must be provided at ends to restrain rotation about about 
the longitudinal axisthe longitudinal axis

Effective brace reduces Lb and therefore economy; bracing is Effective brace reduces Lb and therefore economy; bracing is 
effective if it prevents twist of the cross section effective if it prevents twist of the cross section and/orand/or lateral lateral 
movement of the compression flangemovement of the compression flange

CCbb is important in economical design when plastic moment is not beis important in economical design when plastic moment is not be
developeddeveloped
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The Composite Beam Top 10:The Composite Beam Top 10:
Decisions that Affect Composite Beam Decisions that Affect Composite Beam 

SizesSizes
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Composite Beam DesignComposite Beam Design

Overview:Overview:

1.1. Materials considerationsMaterials considerations

2.2. Fire resistance issuesFire resistance issues

3.3. Deck and slab considerationsDeck and slab considerations

4.4. Strength design topicsStrength design topics

5.5. CamberCamber

6.6. Serviceability considerationsServiceability considerations

7.7. Design and detailing of studsDesign and detailing of studs

8.8. Reactions and connectionsReactions and connections

9.9. Composite beams in lateral load systemsComposite beams in lateral load systems

10.10. Strengthening of existing composite beamsStrengthening of existing composite beams
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Typical AnatomyTypical Anatomy

62

Typical ConstructionTypical Construction
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Typical Construction??Typical Construction??

64
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Materials ConsiderationsMaterials Considerations

Structural steel Structural steel –– per AISC specification section A3per AISC specification section A3
A992 is most common material in use today for WF sectionsA992 is most common material in use today for WF sections
AISC provisions apply also to HSS, pipes, builtAISC provisions apply also to HSS, pipes, built--up shapesup shapes

Shear studsShear studs
Commonly specified as ASTM A108 (FCommonly specified as ASTM A108 (Fuu = 60 = 60 ksiksi))
¾”¾” diameter studs typically used in building constructiondiameter studs typically used in building construction

Slab reinforcingSlab reinforcing
Welded wire reinforcingWelded wire reinforcing
Reinforcing barsReinforcing bars
Steel fiber reinforced (ASTM C1116)Steel fiber reinforced (ASTM C1116)

–– For crack control onlyFor crack control only
–– Not all manufacturerNot all manufacturer’’s steel fibers are UL rated (check with UL directory)s steel fibers are UL rated (check with UL directory)

1: Materials
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Materials Materials –– Beam SizeBeam Size

Unless located over web, the diameter of Unless located over web, the diameter of 
stud shall be less than or equal to 2.5 times stud shall be less than or equal to 2.5 times 
flange thicknessflange thickness

It is very difficult to consistently weld studs It is very difficult to consistently weld studs 
right on center of the flange, therefore the right on center of the flange, therefore the 
minimum flange thickness should be equal to minimum flange thickness should be equal to 
or more than 1/2.5 times stud diameteror more than 1/2.5 times stud diameter

Stud welded on thin flange very likely will fail Stud welded on thin flange very likely will fail 
the hammer testthe hammer test

Do not use beams with Do not use beams with ttff < 0.3< 0.3”” when when ¾”¾”
diameter studs are useddiameter studs are used

W6X9W6X9 W6X12W6X12 W6X15W6X15
W8X10W8X10 W8X13W8X13
W10X12W10X12 W10X15W10X15
W12X14W12X14 W12X16W12X16

1: Materials

W12X16

¾” X 4.5” stud 
welded ½” off from 
center line of beam
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Materials ConsiderationsMaterials Considerations

Slab concreteSlab concrete
NormalNormal--weight concrete:  3 weight concrete:  3 ksiksi < < ff‘‘cc < 10 < 10 ksiksi
LightLight--weight concrete:  3 weight concrete:  3 ksiksi < < ff‘‘cc < 6 < 6 ksiksi
Higher strengths may be counted on for stiffness onlyHigher strengths may be counted on for stiffness only

NormalNormal--weight concrete weight concrete –– 145 145 pcfpcf including reinforcingincluding reinforcing

Sand lightSand light--weight / Lightweight / Light--weight concreteweight concrete
Consider wet weight of lightConsider wet weight of light--weight concreteweight concrete
Actual weight varies regionallyActual weight varies regionally
115 115 pcfpcf recommended for long term weight and stiffness calculationsrecommended for long term weight and stiffness calculations
Beware of vendor catalogs that use 110 Beware of vendor catalogs that use 110 pcfpcf

1: Materials
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Materials ConsiderationsMaterials Considerations

Deck slab generally cracks over Deck slab generally cracks over purlinspurlins or girdersor girders
Potential serviceability issuePotential serviceability issue
Slab designed as simple span therefore strength of slab is not aSlab designed as simple span therefore strength of slab is not an issuen issue
Potential crack is parallel to the beam and therefore is not a bPotential crack is parallel to the beam and therefore is not a beam eam 
strength issuestrength issue

Deck serves as positive reinforcingDeck serves as positive reinforcing

Minimum temperature and shrinkage reinforcing is provided in slaMinimum temperature and shrinkage reinforcing is provided in slabb

W6X6W6X6--W1.4xW1.4 or W6X6W1.4xW1.4 or W6X6--W2.1xW2.1 is generally providedW2.1xW2.1 is generally provided

Dynamic loads (parking garages, forklift traffic) can over time Dynamic loads (parking garages, forklift traffic) can over time 
interfere with the mechanical bond between concrete and deck. interfere with the mechanical bond between concrete and deck. 
Deck should not be used as reinforcing under such conditions.Deck should not be used as reinforcing under such conditions.

1: Materials
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Fire Resistance IssuesFire Resistance Issues

Commercial construction typically Type ICommercial construction typically Type I--A (FireA (Fire--Rated) per IBCRated) per IBC

22--hour fire rating required for floor beamshour fire rating required for floor beams

33--hour fire rating required for hour fire rating required for ““Structural FrameStructural Frame””
ColumnsColumns
Lateral load system (bracing)Lateral load system (bracing)
Horizontal framing with direct connection to columnsHorizontal framing with direct connection to columns

Underwriters Laboratories Directory used to select fire rated asUnderwriters Laboratories Directory used to select fire rated assembliessemblies

Generally architect selects the design number and structural engGenerally architect selects the design number and structural engineer ineer 
satisfies the requirements of the UL designsatisfies the requirements of the UL design

Check with Architect for fire rating requirements.  Small buildiCheck with Architect for fire rating requirements.  Small buildings may ngs may 
not have 2 or 3 hour fire rating requirementsnot have 2 or 3 hour fire rating requirements

Refer to AISC Design Guide 19 for detailed discussionRefer to AISC Design Guide 19 for detailed discussion

2: Fire Resistance
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Fire Resistance IssuesFire Resistance Issues
D916, D902 and D925 are typical UL constructionD916, D902 and D925 are typical UL construction
According to ASTM E119, steel beams welded or bolted to framing According to ASTM E119, steel beams welded or bolted to framing 
members are considered members are considered ““restrainedrestrained””
Visit Visit http://www.ul.com/onlinetools.htmlhttp://www.ul.com/onlinetools.html for more informationfor more information

2: Fire Resistance
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Fire Resistance IssuesFire Resistance Issues
2: Fire Resistance

72

Fire Resistance IssuesFire Resistance Issues
2: Fire Resistance
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Fire Resistance IssuesFire Resistance Issues

Important aspects of D916Important aspects of D916
Universally used for composite floor constructionUniversally used for composite floor construction
Minimum beam size is W8x28Minimum beam size is W8x28
NormalNormal--weight concrete slab on metal deckweight concrete slab on metal deck

–– Minimum concrete strength = 3500 Minimum concrete strength = 3500 psipsi
–– Concrete thickness (over deck flutes) = 4 1/2Concrete thickness (over deck flutes) = 4 1/2”” for 2for 2--Hour RatingHour Rating

LightLight--weight concreteweight concrete
–– Minimum concrete strength = 3000 Minimum concrete strength = 3000 psipsi
–– Concrete thickness  (over deck flutes) = 3 1/2Concrete thickness  (over deck flutes) = 3 1/2”” for 2for 2--Hour RatingHour Rating
–– Requires 4 to 7% air entrainmentRequires 4 to 7% air entrainment

Deck does not need to be sprayedDeck does not need to be sprayed
Beam fireproofing thickness = 1 1/16Beam fireproofing thickness = 1 1/16”” for 2for 2--Hour ratingHour rating
Shear connector studs: optionalShear connector studs: optional
Weld spacing at supports: 12Weld spacing at supports: 12”” o.c. for 12, 24, and 36o.c. for 12, 24, and 36”” wide unitswide units
Weld spacing for adjacent units: 36Weld spacing for adjacent units: 36”” o.c. along side jointso.c. along side joints

2: Fire Resistance
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Fire Resistance IssuesFire Resistance Issues
In some cases, engineer will need to provide a beam of a In some cases, engineer will need to provide a beam of a 
different size than that indicated in the UL design.  Engineer mdifferent size than that indicated in the UL design.  Engineer may ay 
also need to use a channel instead of a Walso need to use a channel instead of a W--sectionsection

The UL Fire Resistance Directory states The UL Fire Resistance Directory states ““Various size steel Various size steel 
beams may be substituted beams may be substituted …… provided the beams are of the provided the beams are of the 
same shape and the thickness of spray applied fire resistive same shape and the thickness of spray applied fire resistive 
material is adjusted in accordance with the following equation:material is adjusted in accordance with the following equation:””

Where:Where: T = Thickness (in.) of spray applied materialT = Thickness (in.) of spray applied material
W = Weight of beam (lb/ft)W = Weight of beam (lb/ft)
D = Perimeter of protection (in.)D = Perimeter of protection (in.)
Subscript 1 = beam to be usedSubscript 1 = beam to be used
Subscript 2 = UL listed beamSubscript 2 = UL listed beam

2

1

1

2

2
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Note: this formula is the same 
as Eqn 7-17 in IBC 2000

2: Fire Resistance
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Specifying thickness of spray on
Material thickness
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Deck and Slab SelectionDeck and Slab Selection
Slab thickness from fire rating:Slab thickness from fire rating:

Notes:
Studs must be 1½” (min.) above metal deck (LRFD I3.5a)
For sand-lightweight concrete, 3½” thickness over flutes required for 2-hour fire rating
Thinner slabs require sprayed on fire protection

3: Deck and Slab

Deck 
Depth

(in)

Fire 
Rating

Concrete 
Density

Minimum 
concrete 
thickness 

above flutes 
(in)

Stud Length (in)

Minimum Recommended*

After 
Welding

Before 
Welding

After 
Welding

2

2-Hour
LWC

3.5 3  1/2 4  3/16 4      

3 3.5 4  1/2 5  3/16 5      

2
NWC

4.5 3  1/2 5  3/16 5     

3 4.5 4  1/2 6  3/16 6

2

1-Hour

LWC 2.75 3  1/2 3  7/8 3 11/16

3 2.75 4  1/2 4  7/8 4 11/16

2 NWC 3.5 3  1/2 4  3/16 4   

3 3.5 4  1/2 5  3/16 5

Deck 
Depth

(in)

Deck 
Depth

(in)

Fire 
Rating

Fire 
Rating

Concrete 
Density

Concrete 
Density

(in)(in) After 
Welding

After 
Welding

Before 
Welding
Before 

Welding
After 

Welding
After 

Welding

22

2-Hour2-Hour
LWCLWC

3.53.5 3  1/2 3  1/2 4  3/164  3/16 4      4      

33 3.53.5 4  1/2 4  1/2 5  3/165  3/16 5      5      

22
NWCNWC

4.54.5 3  1/23  1/2 5  3/165  3/16 5     5     

33 4.54.5 4  1/2 4  1/2 6  3/166  3/16 66

22

1-Hour1-Hour

LWCLWC 2.752.75 3  1/2 3  1/2 3  7/8 3  7/8 3 11/163 11/16

33 2.752.75 4  1/2 4  1/2 4  7/8 4  7/8 4 11/164 11/16

22 NWCNWC 3.53.5 3  1/2 3  1/2 4  3/164  3/16 4   4   

33 3.53.5 4  1/2 4  1/2 5  3/165  3/16 55

76

SDI Maximum SpansSDI Maximum Spans

Deck depth and gage chosen to set beam spacingDeck depth and gage chosen to set beam spacing

Use 18 gage and thinner deck for greatest economy in deck systemUse 18 gage and thinner deck for greatest economy in deck system

Greater deck span allows economy in steel framing (reduction in Greater deck span allows economy in steel framing (reduction in piece count, piece count, 
connections, etc.)connections, etc.)

3: Deck and Slab

2-Hr 
Fire 
Rat-
ing

3.5” LWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 8’-5” 9’-0” 9’-6” 10’-6” 11’-4” 12’-1” 12’-8”
3 9’-1” 10’-9” 11’-7” 12’-10” 13’-8” 14’-7” 15’-3”

4.5” NWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 6’-2” 7’-6” 8’-1” 8’-11” 9’-8” 10’-3” 10’-9”
3 6’-6” 7’-9” 8’-10” 10’-10” 11’-7” 12’-4” 13’-0”

1-Hr 
Fire 
Rat-
ing

2.75” LWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 8’-10” 9’-6” 10’-1” 11’-2” 12’-0” 12’-10” 13’-5”

3 10’-1” 11’-7” 12’-3” 13’-6” 14’-5” 15’-4” 16’-1”

3.5” NWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 7’-2” 8’-2” 8’-8” 9’-7” 10’-4” 11’-0” 11’-7”
3 7’-5” 8’-10” 10’-1” 11’-7” 12’-5” 13’-3” 13’-11”

2-Hr 
Fire 
Rat-
ing

3.5” LWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 8’-5” 9’-0” 9’-6” 10’-6” 11’-4” 12’-1” 12’-8”
3 9’-1” 10’-9” 11’-7” 12’-10” 13’-8” 14’-7” 15’-3”

4.5” NWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 6’-2” 7’-6” 8’-1” 8’-11” 9’-8” 10’-3” 10’-9”
3 6’-6” 7’-9” 8’-10” 10’-10” 11’-7” 12’-4” 13’-0”

1-Hr 
Fire 
Rat-
ing

2.75” LWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 8’-10” 9’-6” 10’-1” 11’-2” 12’-0” 12’-10” 13’-5”

3 10’-1” 11’-7” 12’-3” 13’-6” 14’-5” 15’-4” 16’-1”

3.5” NWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 7’-2” 8’-2” 8’-8” 9’-7” 10’-4” 11’-0” 11’-7”
3 7’-5” 8’-10” 10’-1” 11’-7” 12’-5” 13’-3” 13’-11”

2-Hr 
Fire 
Rat-
ing

2-Hr 
Fire 
Rat-
ing

3.5” LWC Above Flutes3.5” LWC Above Flutes Deck GageDeck Gage
Deck DepthDeck Depth 2222 2121 2020 1919 1818 1717 1616

22 8’-5”8’-5” 9’-0”9’-0” 9’-6”9’-6” 10’-6”10’-6” 11’-4”11’-4” 12’-1”12’-1” 12’-8”12’-8”
33 9’-1”9’-1” 10’-9”10’-9” 11’-7”11’-7” 12’-10”12’-10” 13’-8”13’-8” 14’-7”14’-7” 15’-3”15’-3”

4.5” NWC Above Flutes4.5” NWC Above Flutes Deck GageDeck Gage
Deck DepthDeck Depth 2222 2121 2020 1919 1818 1717 1616

22 6’-2”6’-2” 7’-6”7’-6” 8’-1”8’-1” 8’-11”8’-11” 9’-8”9’-8” 10’-3”10’-3” 10’-9”10’-9”
33 6’-6”6’-6” 7’-9”7’-9” 8’-10”8’-10” 10’-10”10’-10” 11’-7”11’-7” 12’-4”12’-4” 13’-0”13’-0”

1-Hr 
Fire 
Rat-
ing

1-Hr 
Fire 
Rat-
ing

2.75” LWC Above Flutes2.75” LWC Above Flutes Deck GageDeck Gage
Deck DepthDeck Depth 2222 2121 2020 1919 1818 1717 1616

22 8’-10”8’-10” 9’-6”9’-6” 10’-1”10’-1” 11’-2”11’-2” 12’-0”12’-0” 12’-10”12’-10” 13’-5”13’-5”

33 10’-1”10’-1” 11’-7”11’-7” 12’-3”12’-3” 13’-6”13’-6” 14’-5”14’-5” 15’-4”15’-4” 16’-1”16’-1”

3.5” NWC Above Flutes3.5” NWC Above Flutes Deck GageDeck Gage
Deck DepthDeck Depth 2222 2121 2020 1919 1818 1717 1616

22 7’-2”7’-2” 8’-2”8’-2” 8’-8”8’-8” 9’-7”9’-7” 10’-4”10’-4” 11’-0”11’-0” 11’-7”11’-7”
33 7’-5”7’-5” 8’-10”8’-10” 10’-1”10’-1” 11’-7”11’-7” 12’-5”12’-5” 13’-3”13’-3” 13’-11”13’-11”
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Deck and Slab SelectionDeck and Slab Selection
Base on 2 span conditionBase on 2 span condition

Watch out for single span conditionsWatch out for single span conditions

Concrete Concrete pondingponding
Implications of slab pour methodImplications of slab pour method

½”½” equivalent added slab thickness for equivalent added slab thickness for ““flatflat”” slab pour due to deck deflectionslab pour due to deck deflection

Consider adding a note on contract documents so that contractor Consider adding a note on contract documents so that contractor considers considers 
additional concrete in a bidadditional concrete in a bid

Consider wet weight of lightweight concreteConsider wet weight of lightweight concrete
FieldField--reported wet weight can be as much as 125 reported wet weight can be as much as 125 pcfpcf. . 
Spans from SDISpans from SDI’’s s ““Composite Deck Design HandbookComposite Deck Design Handbook”” allow wet unit weight allow wet unit weight 
to be as much as 130 to be as much as 130 pcfpcf with a reasonable margin of safety for strength.  with a reasonable margin of safety for strength.  
PondingPonding of additional concrete may be an issue.of additional concrete may be an issue.
Vendor catalogs often show wet unit weight of lightweight concreVendor catalogs often show wet unit weight of lightweight concrete as 110 te as 110 
pcfpcf..

−− If the catalog uses an ASD method, the maximum spans listed can If the catalog uses an ASD method, the maximum spans listed can be used with be used with 
typical lightweight concrete specifications.typical lightweight concrete specifications.

−− If the catalog uses an LRFD method, the maximum spans should be If the catalog uses an LRFD method, the maximum spans should be taken from the taken from the 
SDI publication with w = 115 SDI publication with w = 115 pcfpcf..

3: Deck and Slab
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Strength DesignStrength Design

1999 LRFD1999 LRFD
Moment capacity from plastic stress distributionMoment capacity from plastic stress distribution
Loading sequence unimportant Loading sequence unimportant 
Separate design for preSeparate design for pre--composite conditioncomposite condition
No minimum composite action (25% recommended)No minimum composite action (25% recommended)
Generally more economical than ASD methodGenerally more economical than ASD method

4: Strength Design
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Strength DesignStrength Design

2005 Combined Specification:2005 Combined Specification:

Compact web:  h / Compact web:  h / ttww ≤≤ 3.76 (E / F3.76 (E / Fyy))1/2  1/2  

−− Design by Plastic Stress DistributionDesign by Plastic Stress Distribution
NonNon--compact web:  h / compact web:  h / ttww >> 3.76 (E / F3.76 (E / Fyy))1/21/2

–– Design by superposition of elastic stressesDesign by superposition of elastic stresses

–– Primarily for builtPrimarily for built--up sectionsup sections

No minimum composite action (min 25% recommended)No minimum composite action (min 25% recommended)
Maximum practical spacing 36Maximum practical spacing 36”” or 8 times slab thicknessor 8 times slab thickness
Design for strength during constructionDesign for strength during construction
New provisions for stud capacityNew provisions for stud capacity

4: Strength Design
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Plastic Stress DistributionPlastic Stress Distribution

PNA in Beam Flange PNA in Slab

* Familiarity with detailed capacity calculations is assumed – not covered here

4: Strength Design
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Definition of Percent CompositeDefinition of Percent Composite

Economical design often achieved with less than full composite Economical design often achieved with less than full composite 
action in beamaction in beam

Provide just enough shear connectors to develop momentProvide just enough shear connectors to develop moment

Percent Composite Connection (PCC):Percent Composite Connection (PCC):
Maximum Slab Force Maximum Slab Force CCff is smaller ofis smaller of
–– AAsbsb FFyy

–– 0.85 0.85 ff‘‘cc AAcc

ΣΣQQnn = sum of shear connector capacity provided between point of = sum of shear connector capacity provided between point of 
zero moment and point of maximum momentzero moment and point of maximum moment
PCC = PCC = ΣΣQQnn / / CCff

4: Strength Design
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Slab Effective WidthSlab Effective Width

a) 1/8th of beam span (c-c),

b) Half the distance to CL of adj. beam, or

c) Distance to edge of slab

4: Strength Design
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Slab Effective WidthSlab Effective Width

Watch out for slab openings, penetrations, stepsWatch out for slab openings, penetrations, steps

4: Strength Design

SPAN

Interior 
Opening

End 
Opening

Step

Eff. W
idth (No opening)

84

Strength During ConstructionStrength During Construction

Design as bare beam per Chapter F provisionsDesign as bare beam per Chapter F provisions

Deck braces top flange only when perpendicularDeck braces top flange only when perpendicular

For girder unbraced length (Lb) during construction is equal to For girder unbraced length (Lb) during construction is equal to purlin purlin 
spacing spacing 

provided purlin to girder connection is adequate to brace girderprovided purlin to girder connection is adequate to brace girder

Capacity of braced beam is Capacity of braced beam is φφMMp p 
Can beam yield under construction loads?Can beam yield under construction loads?

0.9 0.9 FFyy Z  Z  ≈≈ 0.9 0.9 FFyy (1.1 S) = (1.1 S) = FFyy SS

Construction LoadsConstruction Loads
Use ASCE 37Use ASCE 37--02; Design loads on structures during construction02; Design loads on structures during construction
20 psf minimum construction live load (1.6 load factor)20 psf minimum construction live load (1.6 load factor)
Treat concrete as dead loadTreat concrete as dead load

–– 1.2 load factor in combination with live load1.2 load factor in combination with live load
–– 1.4 load factor alone should account for any 1.4 load factor alone should account for any overpouringoverpouring

4: Strength Design
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The Do Not Camber ListThe Do Not Camber List

1.1. Beams with moment connectionsBeams with moment connections
–– Difficult/expensive fit up with curved beamDifficult/expensive fit up with curved beam

2.2. Beams that are single or double cantileversBeams that are single or double cantilevers
–– Difficult/expensive for nonDifficult/expensive for non--uniform or double curvatureuniform or double curvature

3.3. Beams with welded cover platesBeams with welded cover plates
–– Heat from welding will alter camberHeat from welding will alter camber

4.4. NonNon--prismatic beamsprismatic beams
–– Cannot be cold bent with standard equipmentCannot be cold bent with standard equipment

5.5. Beams that are part of inverted Beams that are part of inverted ““VV”” (Chevron) bracing(Chevron) bracing
–– Brace connection fit up problemsBrace connection fit up problems
–– Influence of brace gusset plate on beam stiffnessInfluence of brace gusset plate on beam stiffness

6.6. Spandrel beamsSpandrel beams
7.7. Beams less than 20Beams less than 20’’ longlong
8.8. Very large and very small beamsVery large and very small beams

–– Cold camber has limited capacity for large beamsCold camber has limited capacity for large beams
–– Cold cambering may cripple small beamsCold cambering may cripple small beams
–– Heat cambering is the alternative but very expensiveHeat cambering is the alternative but very expensive

5: Camber
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CamberCamber

Methods to achieve floor levelnessMethods to achieve floor levelness

1.1. Design for beam deflectionDesign for beam deflection
−− Design floor system for additional concrete that ponds Design floor system for additional concrete that ponds 

due to beam deflectiondue to beam deflection
2.2. Design for limiting stiffnessDesign for limiting stiffness

−− Floor is stiff enough to prevent significant accumulation Floor is stiff enough to prevent significant accumulation 
of concreteof concrete

3.3. Design for shoring (Not recommended: $$$ and cracking)Design for shoring (Not recommended: $$$ and cracking)
4.4. Design for camber Design for camber –– preferredpreferred
5.5. Refer to AISC tool to evaluate whether camber is Refer to AISC tool to evaluate whether camber is 

economical or not economical or not 
““Parametric Bay StudiesParametric Bay Studies”” at at www.aisc.org/steeltoolswww.aisc.org/steeltools

5: Camber
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CamberCamber

If beam is cambered, remember following:If beam is cambered, remember following:
Method of pourMethod of pour
Amount of camberAmount of camber
Reasons for not over camberingReasons for not over cambering
Where to not camber?Where to not camber?

88

CamberCamber

Camber should consider method of slab pourCamber should consider method of slab pour

Slab pour options:Slab pour options:

Pour to Constant Elevation

Pour to Constant Thickness

Minimum (Design) Thickness Additional Thickness

5: Camber
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Camber AmountCamber Amount

Recommendation:Recommendation:
Camber beams for 80% of selfCamber beams for 80% of self--weight deflectionweight deflection

Loads to calculate camberLoads to calculate camber
SelfSelf--weight only unless significant superimposed DL      weight only unless significant superimposed DL      
(Example: Heavy pavers)(Example: Heavy pavers)
If cambering for more than selfIf cambering for more than self--weight use constant thickness weight use constant thickness 
slab pour or design beam for greater stiffnessslab pour or design beam for greater stiffness

AISC Code of Standard Practice 6.4.4AISC Code of Standard Practice 6.4.4
Beam < 50Beam < 50’’ –– Camber tolerance Camber tolerance -- 0 / + 0 / + ½”½”
Beam > 50Beam > 50’’ –– Camber tolerance Camber tolerance -- 0 / + 0 / + ½”½” + 1/8+ 1/8”” (Length (Length –– 5050’’))

Beam simple end connections provide some restraintBeam simple end connections provide some restraint

5: Camber
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Camber AmountCamber Amount
DO NOT OVER CAMBER!!!DO NOT OVER CAMBER!!!

If beam is over cambered and slab poured flat, If beam is over cambered and slab poured flat, 
slab thickness is reduced, therefore:slab thickness is reduced, therefore:

–– Reduced fire ratingReduced fire rating
–– Reduced stud / reinforcement coverReduced stud / reinforcement cover
–– Badly Badly overcamberedovercambered –– protruding studsprotruding studs
–– Reduced effective depth for strengthReduced effective depth for strength
–– Problems for cladding attachmentProblems for cladding attachment

5: Camber

over cambered beam, flat slab pourover cambered beam, flat slab pour
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Camber AmountCamber Amount

Under cambered beam, flat slab pourUnder cambered beam, flat slab pour

–– Minimum thickness at endsMinimum thickness at ends
–– Additional thickness at middleAdditional thickness at middle
–– Additional capacity typically accounts for additional Additional capacity typically accounts for additional 

concrete weightconcrete weight
–– If camber is reasonably close additional concrete may be If camber is reasonably close additional concrete may be 

neglectedneglected

5: Camber
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Recommended Camber CriteriaRecommended Camber Criteria

Camber for 80% of construction dead loadCamber for 80% of construction dead load
–– Connection restraintConnection restraint
–– Over cambering of beam by fabricatorOver cambering of beam by fabricator

Minimum camberMinimum camber
–– ¾”¾” is a reasonable minimumis a reasonable minimum
–– Design beam for additional stiffness below Design beam for additional stiffness below ¾”¾” cambercamber

Camber increment Camber increment 
–– Provide camber in Provide camber in ¼”¼” incrementsincrements
–– Always round downAlways round down
–– When using computer programs verify methodWhen using computer programs verify method

Rule of thumb Rule of thumb –– L/300 is reasonable camberL/300 is reasonable camber
Maximum camber Maximum camber 

–– Cambers > L/180 should be investigated furtherCambers > L/180 should be investigated further
–– LL deflection and vibration criteria likely to controlLL deflection and vibration criteria likely to control

Refer to AISC design guide 5; Low and Medium Rise Steel Refer to AISC design guide 5; Low and Medium Rise Steel 
BuildingsBuildings

5: Camber
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Camber Camber –– Additional StiffnessAdditional Stiffness

Spandrel BeamsSpandrel Beams
Edge angles or cladding frames can significantly increase beam sEdge angles or cladding frames can significantly increase beam stiffness tiffness 

Example:Example:
A L6x4x1/8 bent plate will increase the stiffness of a W18x35 byA L6x4x1/8 bent plate will increase the stiffness of a W18x35 by 25%25%

Include edge angles in moment of inertia calculations when cambeInclude edge angles in moment of inertia calculations when cambering spandrelsring spandrels
Consider no spandrel camber and design for stiffnessConsider no spandrel camber and design for stiffness

5: Camber
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Serviceability ConsiderationsServiceability Considerations
6: Serviceability

Serviceability considerations for composite floors:Serviceability considerations for composite floors:
LongLong--term deflections due to superimposed dead loadterm deflections due to superimposed dead load

ShortShort--term deflections due to live loadterm deflections due to live load

VibrationVibration
–– Beyond the scope of this seminarBeyond the scope of this seminar

–– Extensively covered elsewhere Extensively covered elsewhere –– see AISC Design Guide 11see AISC Design Guide 11

Performance of slab systemPerformance of slab system
–– Cracking (if exposed)Cracking (if exposed)

–– Vapor emissions for adhered floor coveringsVapor emissions for adhered floor coverings

–– Shrinkage and temperature changes on large floor areasShrinkage and temperature changes on large floor areas
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Calculation of DeflectionsCalculation of Deflections

LoadsLoads
Always evaluate at service load levelsAlways evaluate at service load levels
Consider ASCE 7Consider ASCE 7--02, Appendix B load combinations02, Appendix B load combinations
Live load levelLive load level

–– Design LL (reduced as applicable)Design LL (reduced as applicable)
–– Realistic LLRealistic LL
–– Intermediate: 50% LLIntermediate: 50% LL

Section propertiesSection properties
Transform slab to equivalent steel sectionTransform slab to equivalent steel section
Fully composite versus partially composite sectionsFully composite versus partially composite sections
LongLong--term loadingterm loading

Structural systemStructural system
Consider continuity where influence is significantConsider continuity where influence is significant
Typical framing with simple connections not taken as continuousTypical framing with simple connections not taken as continuous

6: Serviceability
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Calculation of DeflectionsCalculation of Deflections

Method 1: Transformed Section Method  (AISC Ch. I Commentary)Method 1: Transformed Section Method  (AISC Ch. I Commentary)
Fully composite (shortFully composite (short--term loading):term loading):

IIeffeff = = 0.750.75 IItrtr

Partially composite (shortPartially composite (short--term loading):term loading):

IIeffeff = = 0.750.75 [ I[ Iss + [ ( + [ ( ΣΣQQnn / / CCff ) ] ) ] 1/2  1/2  ( ( IItrtr –– IIss ) ]) ]

Long term loading:Long term loading:
–– No established methodNo established method
–– Simplified design procedure:Simplified design procedure:

Calculate Calculate IItrtr with with EEeffectiveeffective = 0.5 X = 0.5 X EEcc = 0.5 w= 0.5 wcc
1.51.5 ( ( ffcc’’ ))1/21/2

–– Critical cases should be evaluated with exact concrete propertieCritical cases should be evaluated with exact concrete propertiess

6: Serviceability
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Calculation of DeflectionsCalculation of Deflections

Method 2: Lower Bound Moment of Inertia (AISC Ch. I Commentary)Method 2: Lower Bound Moment of Inertia (AISC Ch. I Commentary)

Lower Bound Moment of InertiaLower Bound Moment of Inertia

–– Fully compositeFully composite

–– Partial compositePartial composite

Not applicable for long term loading Not applicable for long term loading 

IIlblb = = IIeffeff =  I=  Ixx + A+ Ass (Y(YENAENA –– dd33))2 2 + (+ (ΣΣQQnn / / FFyy) (2d) (2d3 3 + d+ d11 –– YYENAENA))22

where:where:
IIxx = moment of inertia of steel shape alone= moment of inertia of steel shape alone

AAss = area of steel shape alone= area of steel shape alone

YYENA ENA = distance from bottom of beam to ENA= distance from bottom of beam to ENA

dd11 = distance from the = distance from the centroidcentroid of the slab compression force to the top of the steel section.of the slab compression force to the top of the steel section.

dd33 = distance from the = distance from the centroidcentroid of the beam alone to the top of the steel section.of the beam alone to the top of the steel section.

6: Serviceability
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Calculation of DeflectionsCalculation of Deflections
6: Serviceability

Total Beam deflection calculation:Total Beam deflection calculation:
ΔΔ1 1 = pre= pre--composite deflection of steel beam alonecomposite deflection of steel beam alone
ΔΔ2 2 = deflection of composite section due to superimposed dead = deflection of composite section due to superimposed dead 
loads and realistic longloads and realistic long--term live loads using long term term live loads using long term IIeffeff

ΔΔ3 3 = deflection of composite section due to transient live load = deflection of composite section due to transient live load 
using shortusing short--term term IIeffeff

Total Beam Deflection Total Beam Deflection ΔΔtot tot = = ΔΔ1 1 + + ΔΔ2 2 + + ΔΔ3 3 -- Camber Camber 
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Deflection LimitsDeflection Limits

Typical floor deflection limits:Typical floor deflection limits:
Under total load, Under total load, ΔΔtottot < L/240 < L/240 

Under live load, Under live load, ΔΔ33 < L/360 (< L/360 (< 1 1/2< 1 1/2”” for lease space)for lease space)

Beams supporting CMU or brick wall or claddingBeams supporting CMU or brick wall or cladding
Evaluate limits of cladding material (see AISC Design Guide 3)Evaluate limits of cladding material (see AISC Design Guide 3)
Recommended limit at spandrels supporting cladding:Recommended limit at spandrels supporting cladding:

–– Under live, cladding and 50% SDL,Under live, cladding and 50% SDL, ΔΔ < 3/8< 3/8””
–– Limit state for sizing exterior wall joints Limit state for sizing exterior wall joints –– not required for interior wallsnot required for interior walls

Under live, cladding/wall and 66% SDL, Under live, cladding/wall and 66% SDL, ΔΔ < L/600< L/600

6: Serviceability
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Shear ConnectorsShear Connectors

Capacity for stud shear connectors is Capacity for stud shear connectors is 
affected by several parametersaffected by several parameters

Position of StudPosition of Stud
Deck direction and number of studs in Deck direction and number of studs in 
a rowa row

Note that when single stud is placed in a Note that when single stud is placed in a 
rib oriented perpendicular to the beam, rib oriented perpendicular to the beam, 
2001 LRFD imposes a minimum reduction 2001 LRFD imposes a minimum reduction 
factor of 0.75 to the nominal strength of a factor of 0.75 to the nominal strength of a 
studstud

In addition to applying the required cap In addition to applying the required cap 
of 0.75 on the reduction factor for a of 0.75 on the reduction factor for a 
single stud in rib perpendicular to the single stud in rib perpendicular to the 
beam, 2001 LRFD recommends to avoid beam, 2001 LRFD recommends to avoid 
situations where all studs are in weak situations where all studs are in weak 
positions positions 

Additional reduction factors for position, Additional reduction factors for position, 
number of studs in a row and deck number of studs in a row and deck 
directions are given in 2005 AISC directions are given in 2005 AISC 
specificationsspecifications

7: Shear Connectors
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Shear ConnectorsShear Connectors

What is weak and strong position of studs?What is weak and strong position of studs?

Reference: Reference: EasterlingEasterling, , GibbingsGibbings and Murrayand Murray

Horizontal 
Shear

Strong 
location

Weak 
location

Strong 
location

Weak 
location

7: Shear Connectors
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Shear ConnectorsShear Connectors

New capacity for stud shear New capacity for stud shear 
connectors in 2005 spec:connectors in 2005 spec:

QQnn = 0.5 = 0.5 AAscsc ( ( ffcc’’ EEcc))1/21/2 ≤≤ RRgg RRpp AAscsc FFuu

RRgg = stud geometry adjustment factor= stud geometry adjustment factor

RRpp = stud position factor= stud position factor

Note: Note: RRgg = = RRpp = 1.0 in 1999 LRFD code= 1.0 in 1999 LRFD code

with adjustments for deck typewith adjustments for deck type

7: Shear Connectors
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Shear ConnectorsShear Connectors

Weak and strong position of studsWeak and strong position of studs

Reference: Reference: EasterlingEasterling, , GibbingsGibbings and Murray paper in EJand Murray paper in EJ

Horizontal 
Shear

Strong 
location

Weak 
location

Strong 
location

Weak 
location

7: Shear Connectors

Rp = 0.75Rp = 0.6

Rp = 1.0 for stud welded directly to steel (no deck)

104

Shear ConnectorsShear Connectors
7: Shear Connectors

RRgg = 1.0= 1.0

Single Stud in Rib 
Deck Perpendicular 

to Beam

Deck Parallel to Beam 
(typical rib widths)
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Shear ConnectorsShear Connectors
7: Shear Connectors

Deck perpendicular to beamDeck perpendicular to beam

2 studs 
per rib

3 or more 
studs per rib

Rg = 0.85 Rg = 0.7

106

Shear ConnectorsShear Connectors
7: Shear Connectors

QQnn Values (kips) Values (kips) –– 2005 AISC Specification2005 AISC Specification

1 2 3 1 2 3
3 21.0 19.9 16.9 13.9 15.9 13.5 11.1

3.5 23.6 19.9 16.9 13.9 15.9 13.5 11.1
4 26.1 19.9 16.9 13.9 15.9 13.5 11.1

4.5 26.5 19.9 16.9 13.9 15.9 13.5 11.1
5 26.5 19.9 16.9 13.9 15.9 13.5 11.1
3 17.7 17.7 16.9 13.9 15.9 13.5 11.1

3.5 19.8 19.8 16.9 13.9 15.9 13.5 11.1
4 21.9 19.9 16.9 13.9 15.9 13.5 11.1

4.5 24.0 19.9 16.9 13.9 15.9 13.5 11.1
5 25.9 19.9 16.9 13.9 15.9 13.5 11.1

Girders 
(deck 

parallel)
f'c (ksi)

Beams (deck perpendicular)

N
W

C
LW

C

Studs per Rib - Strong Studs per Rib - Weak
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Shear ConnectorsShear Connectors

New stud capacity a result of recent researchNew stud capacity a result of recent research
Capacity now consistent with other codes worldwideCapacity now consistent with other codes worldwide
Previous stud values provided lower factory of safety than Previous stud values provided lower factory of safety than 
implied by codeimplied by code

Are all of my old designs in danger?Are all of my old designs in danger?
No failures or poor performance have been reportedNo failures or poor performance have been reported
Large change in shear stud strength does not result in a Large change in shear stud strength does not result in a 
proportional decrease in flexural strengthproportional decrease in flexural strength
Alternate shear transfer mechanisms not consideredAlternate shear transfer mechanisms not considered
Biggest effect is for beams with low PCC (<50%)Biggest effect is for beams with low PCC (<50%)

7: Shear Connectors
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Shear Connector PlacementShear Connector Placement

Uniform vs. Segmented Placement of Shear ConnectorsUniform vs. Segmented Placement of Shear Connectors

Uniform Placement of Studs

Girder Span L

P P
L/3 L/3 L/3

Moment Diagram

PL/3 No change in 
moment

L/3 L/3 L/3

Segmented Placement of Studs

18 180 (or Min)

54

Most girders supports several point Most girders supports several point 
loads from loads from purlinspurlins

For zone with zero moment gradient, For zone with zero moment gradient, 
no shear connectors are neededno shear connectors are needed

Only minimum number of studs are Only minimum number of studs are 
generally provided in this zonegenerally provided in this zone

For uniform layout, significant For uniform layout, significant 
additional studs are neededadditional studs are needed

Additional studs do not add any value Additional studs do not add any value 
(no increase in strength for the given (no increase in strength for the given 
load pattern)load pattern)

Most computer programs offer an Most computer programs offer an 
option for segmented stud layoutoption for segmented stud layout

7: Shear Connectors
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Stud CriteriaStud Criteria

Stud Spacing Criteria (AISC Fig CStud Spacing Criteria (AISC Fig C--I3.6)I3.6)

3 rows of studs maximum for strength calculations3 rows of studs maximum for strength calculations
–– 55½”½” minimum flange width for 2 rows of studs (for minimum flange width for 2 rows of studs (for ¾”¾” stud)stud)
–– 88½”½” minimum flange width for 3 rows of studs (for minimum flange width for 3 rows of studs (for ¾”¾” stud)stud)

6d 6d

4d 3d

4d

Plan view beam top flange
Note: d = diameter of stud

7: Shear Connectors
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Shear ConnectorsShear Connectors

Should number of shear connectors be increased over Should number of shear connectors be increased over 
calculated value?calculated value?

Provides increased capacity (maybe) for future change in Provides increased capacity (maybe) for future change in 
occupancyoccupancy
Should increase when using computer programs with preShould increase when using computer programs with pre--
2005 spec capacity routines2005 spec capacity routines

Beams used as drag or collector elementsBeams used as drag or collector elements
Studs required for drag forces should be added to studs Studs required for drag forces should be added to studs 
required for composite beam actionrequired for composite beam action
Consider load pathConsider load path

7: Shear Connectors
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Connections and ReactionsConnections and Reactions

Consider design method per AISC COSPConsider design method per AISC COSP
Delegate design to fabricatorDelegate design to fabricator
EOR designed connectionsEOR designed connections

Delegated design is most common for simple connectionsDelegated design is most common for simple connections
Must show reactions on drawingsMust show reactions on drawings
Allows fabricator to use preferred connection typesAllows fabricator to use preferred connection types

EOR Designed ConnectionsEOR Designed Connections
AISC developing design aids to simplify EOR designAISC developing design aids to simplify EOR design
Can be quicker method with early fabricator/erector inputCan be quicker method with early fabricator/erector input
Advantages in review time and avoiding disputesAdvantages in review time and avoiding disputes

8: Reactions
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Specifying ReactionsSpecifying Reactions

Minimum strengthMinimum strength
10 kips factored LRFD10 kips factored LRFD
6 kips service ASD6 kips service ASD

Basis of ReactionBasis of Reaction
Uniform load method can be both excessive and Uniform load method can be both excessive and 
unconservativeunconservative
Provide actual reaction whenever possibleProvide actual reaction whenever possible
Specify ASD or LRFD design and show consistent reactionsSpecify ASD or LRFD design and show consistent reactions
Show axial loads (and through forces) for collector, drag, or Show axial loads (and through forces) for collector, drag, or 
brace beamsbrace beams

8: Reactions
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Specifying ReactionsSpecifying Reactions

Should calculated reactions be increased?Should calculated reactions be increased?

ProsPros
Tributary area is half tributary area of beam; live load reductiTributary area is half tributary area of beam; live load reduction on 
may differmay differ
Allowance for future load increase due to occupancy changeAllowance for future load increase due to occupancy change
Additional factor of safety and additional toughnessAdditional factor of safety and additional toughness

ConsCons
May result in impractical or May result in impractical or unbuildableunbuildable connectionsconnections
Adds cost to job that may not have value (consider client needs)Adds cost to job that may not have value (consider client needs)

If increasing, limit to a practical value (~15% max)If increasing, limit to a practical value (~15% max)

8: Reactions
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Composite beam stiffness for lateral analysis model can be ignorComposite beam stiffness for lateral analysis model can be ignored for ed for 
simplicity (typical practice in engineering design office)simplicity (typical practice in engineering design office)

Ignoring Composite action may be uneconomical for moment frames;Ignoring Composite action may be uneconomical for moment frames;
Steel moment frames should be avoided as much as possible (braceSteel moment frames should be avoided as much as possible (braced d 
frames are very effective lateral load resisting system for steeframes are very effective lateral load resisting system for steel buildings and l buildings and 
should be used whenever architectural layout permits)should be used whenever architectural layout permits)

OrOr

The stiffness of composite beams that are part of the lateral loThe stiffness of composite beams that are part of the lateral loadad--
resisting frame can be based on the effective moment of inertiaresisting frame can be based on the effective moment of inertia

Effective moment inertia must reflect different moment of inertiEffective moment inertia must reflect different moment of inertia in the a in the 
positive moment regions (near the column & away from column) andpositive moment regions (near the column & away from column) and
negative moment regionnegative moment region

Beam StiffnessBeam Stiffness
9: Composite VLLR
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Beam With Only Lateral Load

Region 1:  I1 = Steel section moment of inertia I neg  ;L1 = Conservatively = 0.5 L

Region 2:  I2 = Lower bound moment of inertia ;       L2 = Conservatively = 0.5 L – L3

Qn should reflect long term modulus of elasticity of concrete (Ec/1+βd) 

Region 3:  I3 = Effective moment of inertia with effective slab width equal to flange 
width of column; Conservatively take steel section moment of inertia

Beam With Gravity + Lateral Load

1 2 3

1 2 3

Note that slab is pushing only 
against column Flange

-
+

-
+

Beam StiffnessBeam Stiffness
9: Composite VLLR
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45o

L3

Effective Slab 
Width (Region 3)
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n 
2)

Length of Region 3Length of Region 3

Reference: Multistory rigid frames with composite girders under gravity and lateral forces 
by: Robert J. Schaffhausen and Anton W. Wegmuller

Beam StiffnessBeam Stiffness
9: Composite VLLR
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• Objective is to Find Ieff such that rotation φ for a given load is same in 
both sub-assemblages

• 10% to 30% increase in effective moment of inertia can be obtained over 
bare steel beam

• This will reduce 10 to 30% of drift component due to beam flexure

• Most engineers ignore the beneficial effect of composite action in beams 
of the moment frame

I2I3I1

φ φ

Ieffective

Sub-assemblage A Sub-assemblage B

L2L3L1

Model Beam as non prismatic with 
three segments (Not Practical)

Model Beam as prismatic with Ieffective

VS.

Beam StiffnessBeam Stiffness
9: Composite VLLR
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Strengthening Existing BeamsStrengthening Existing Beams
10: Strengthening

Need for upgrade of the existing beamsNeed for upgrade of the existing beams
Additional high density file loadingAdditional high density file loading
Change in occupancyChange in occupancy

Several options are availableSeveral options are available
Make non composite beams compositeMake non composite beams composite
Strengthen composite beams for flexural capacityStrengthen composite beams for flexural capacity
Strengthen composite beams that can work nonStrengthen composite beams that can work non--compositelycompositely

Considerations for connectionsConsiderations for connections
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Strengthening Existing BeamsStrengthening Existing Beams

Make non composite beams compositeMake non composite beams composite
Existing beam must work under existing Existing beam must work under existing 
imposed services loadsimposed services loads
Composite action is used for ultimate Composite action is used for ultimate 
design loadsdesign loads
Requires work from floor above and Requires work from floor above and 
therefore convenienttherefore convenient
Careful coordination required for drilling Careful coordination required for drilling 
cores for shear connector installationcores for shear connector installation
Determine welding processDetermine welding process
Reference:Reference:

–– AISC EJ paper by David T RickerAISC EJ paper by David T Ricker

10: Strengthening
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Strengthening Existing BeamsStrengthening Existing Beams

Upgrade composite beams by welding Upgrade composite beams by welding 
bottom chord reinforcement (WT or Plate)bottom chord reinforcement (WT or Plate)

Field welding is required between existing Field welding is required between existing 
beam and reinforcementbeam and reinforcement

Due to length limitations, field splice also Due to length limitations, field splice also 
may be required for reinforcementmay be required for reinforcement

Requires work from floor below (MEP Requires work from floor below (MEP 
interference)interference)

Strength gain limited by Strength gain limited by ΣΣQQnn (number of (number of 
existing studs)existing studs)

Reinforcing must be developed at critical Reinforcing must be developed at critical 
sectionsection

Reference: Reference: 
–– AISC EJ paper by John P. MillerAISC EJ paper by John P. Miller

WT

Flat Plate

L-P

10: Strengthening
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Strengthening Existing BeamsStrengthening Existing Beams

In all upgrades critical strength limit may be the connection In all upgrades critical strength limit may be the connection 
strengthstrength

Upgrading of connection is rather labor intensiveUpgrading of connection is rather labor intensive

Strength of bearing bolted connections cannot be Strength of bearing bolted connections cannot be 
supplemented by field welding; Welding must be capable of supplemented by field welding; Welding must be capable of 
resisting entire ultimate reactionresisting entire ultimate reaction

Slip critical bolted connections can be upgraded by welding Slip critical bolted connections can be upgraded by welding 
for deficiency onlyfor deficiency only

Consider changing bolts from A307 and A325 to A490Consider changing bolts from A307 and A325 to A490

Avoid developing excessive restraint at both endsAvoid developing excessive restraint at both ends

10: Strengthening
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Lateral Analysis Of Steel BuildingsLateral Analysis Of Steel Buildings
For Wind LoadsFor Wind Loads
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General issuesGeneral issues

Limit statesLimit states
ServiceabilityServiceability
StrengthStrength
Stability Stability -- under factored gravity loadsunder factored gravity loads

Analysis parametersAnalysis parameters

OverviewOverview

124

Identify the vertical lateral load resisting (VLLR) systemIdentify the vertical lateral load resisting (VLLR) system

Determine the extent of the modelDetermine the extent of the model

Gravity system may or may not be modeled with LLR systemGravity system may or may not be modeled with LLR system

When gravity system is not modeledWhen gravity system is not modeled
Consider the loads on leaning columnsConsider the loads on leaning columns
Consider gravity loads on LLR system properlyConsider gravity loads on LLR system properly
Consider diaphragm related forces in gravity system designConsider diaphragm related forces in gravity system design
Wind loads on proper building geometryWind loads on proper building geometry

When gravity system is modeledWhen gravity system is modeled
Use proper boundary conditionsUse proper boundary conditions
Optimize gravity system before incorporating in lateral analysisOptimize gravity system before incorporating in lateral analysis modelmodel

General IssuesGeneral Issues
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Perform preliminary hand calculations before starting full analyPerform preliminary hand calculations before starting full analytical tical 
modelmodel

Steel moment frame design is generally drift controlledSteel moment frame design is generally drift controlled

When frames are drift controlled, perform optimization for optimWhen frames are drift controlled, perform optimization for optimum um 
use of materialuse of material

Many computer programs facilitate this processMany computer programs facilitate this process
Simple tools can be developed to find out the contribution of eaSimple tools can be developed to find out the contribution of each drift ch drift 
componentcomponent

Check foundation loads (net uplift) under braced frame columnsCheck foundation loads (net uplift) under braced frame columns

General IssuesGeneral Issues
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ServiceabilityServiceability
Service loadsService loads
Damage to nonDamage to non––structural elementsstructural elements
Interstory driftInterstory drift
Perception to motionPerception to motion

StrengthStrength--lateral loadslateral loads
Factored loads (1.60 wind)Factored loads (1.60 wind)
Ultimate strength design (LRFD)Ultimate strength design (LRFD)
PP––ΔΔ effectseffects

StabilityStability——sustained gravity loadssustained gravity loads
Covered since 1999 LRFDCovered since 1999 LRFD
No lateral loadsNo lateral loads

Limit StatesLimit States

ΔΔ
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Three Analyses RequiredThree Analyses Required

Analysis IAnalysis I
ServiceabilityServiceability

Analysis IIAnalysis II
Strength designStrength design——gravity + lateral loadsgravity + lateral loads

Analysis IIIAnalysis III
StabilityStability——under factored gravity loadsunder factored gravity loads
Stability Index Stability Index QQ ≤≤ 0.375:0.375: InterstoryInterstory stability stability 
index index Q = PQ = PΔΔ //vhvh
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Analysis ParametersAnalysis Parameters

Lateral load intensity and applicationLateral load intensity and application

Building mass (PBuilding mass (P––ΔΔ effect)effect)

Member stiffnessMember stiffness

BeamBeam--column joint modelingcolumn joint modeling

Diaphragm modeling and brace beam axial stiffnessDiaphragm modeling and brace beam axial stiffness

Foundation flexibilityFoundation flexibility

Acceptability criteriaAcceptability criteria
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ServiceabilityServiceability
10 to 25 year wind10 to 25 year wind
ASCE 7ASCE 7––02 commentary02 commentary

StrengthStrength
50 year wind (approximately) + Importance factor50 year wind (approximately) + Importance factor
Building code or wind tunnelBuilding code or wind tunnel

StabilityStability
Any lateral loadAny lateral load

Lateral Load IntensityLateral Load Intensity
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ServiceabilityServiceability
10 Year wind10 Year wind

Lateral Load IntensityLateral Load Intensity

0.870.870.740.740.840.84
Conversion factors for 10 Conversion factors for 10 
year wind year wind velocityvelocity (from  (from  
50 year)50 year)

0.760.760.550.550.710.71
Conversion factors for 10 Conversion factors for 10 
year wind year wind loads loads (from  50 (from  50 
year)year)

AlaskaAlaskaV > 100 Mph V > 100 Mph 
(Hurricane)(Hurricane)V = 85V = 85--100 Mph100 Mph

Notes:

1: Wind velocity is based on 3 second gust (ASCE 7-02)

2: Wind pressure conversion factors assume that pressure is proportional to the   
square of wind velocity.  For tall flexible buildings, this may not be the case.  

3: If wind tunnel study is performed, please check wind tunnel report for conversion 
factors.
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Wind Load ApplicationWind Load Application——ASCE 7ASCE 7--0505
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Lateral Load ApplicationLateral Load Application

Stability Under Factored Gravity LoadStability Under Factored Gravity Load

May control lateral stiffness requirements. May control lateral stiffness requirements. 
Especially for heavy buildings.Especially for heavy buildings.
Check torsional instability.Check torsional instability.
Must be checked for all stories.Must be checked for all stories.

Fx = 100 Kip
Case 1

Fy = 100 Kip
Case 2

Mz = 100 Kip-in.
Case 3
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Torsional StabilityTorsional Stability

Similar to translational stabilitySimilar to translational stability

Translational stabilityTranslational stability
Story massStory mass
Story translational stiffness (kip/in.)Story translational stiffness (kip/in.)

Torsional stabilityTorsional stability
Story mass moment of inertiaStory mass moment of inertia
Story torsional stiffness (kipStory torsional stiffness (kip--in./in./radrad.).)
May be a problem for heavy buildings with high mass May be a problem for heavy buildings with high mass 
moments of inertia in which lateral load resisting moments of inertia in which lateral load resisting 
elements are located near the center of mass.elements are located near the center of mass.
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Mass Moment of InertiaMass Moment of Inertia——MMIMMI

Measure of mass distributionMeasure of mass distribution

How far mass is from center of massHow far mass is from center of mass

MMI = M/A (Ix + Iy) MMI = M/A (Ix + Iy) 
M = mass (w/g)M = mass (w/g)
AA = area= area
Ix = area moment of inertia about xIx = area moment of inertia about x––axisaxis
Iy = area moment of inertia about yIy = area moment of inertia about y––axisaxis

Small MMISmall MMI

Large MMILarge MMI

M

M
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Torsional StiffnessTorsional Stiffness

Function of distance between center of stiffness and lateral loaFunction of distance between center of stiffness and lateral load d 
resisting elementsresisting elements

Poor torsionalPoor torsional
behaviorbehavior

Good torsionalGood torsional
behaviorbehavior
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Building Mass for PBuilding Mass for P––ΔΔ PurposesPurposes

Analysis I Analysis I —— serviceabilityserviceability
Sustained building weightSustained building weight
Best estimate of actual weight (Self weight + portion of S.D.L aBest estimate of actual weight (Self weight + portion of S.D.L and L.L.)nd L.L.)

Analysis II Analysis II —— strengthstrength
1.2DL + 0.5LL1.2DL + 0.5LL
Same weight as column design with wind loadsSame weight as column design with wind loads

Analysis III Analysis III —— stabilitystability
1.2DL + 1.6LL1.2DL + 1.6LL
Same weight as column design without wind loadsSame weight as column design without wind loads
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BeamBeam--Column Joint ModelingColumn Joint Modeling

Flexible length = LFlexible length = Lff = [L = [L -- rigid (Ioff + Joff)]rigid (Ioff + Joff)]
Rigid = 1 for fully rigid panel zoneRigid = 1 for fully rigid panel zone
Rigid = 0 for center line modelingRigid = 0 for center line modeling
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BeamBeam--Column Joint ModelingColumn Joint Modeling

Most modern computer analysis program offers modeling of beam Most modern computer analysis program offers modeling of beam 
column jointcolumn joint

Deformations in beam and column are allowed only outside of the Deformations in beam and column are allowed only outside of the 
rigid zone portion of beam column joint; i.e. clear lengthrigid zone portion of beam column joint; i.e. clear length

No flexural or shear deformations are captured within the rigid No flexural or shear deformations are captured within the rigid zonezone

Studies have shown that significant shear deformations occur in Studies have shown that significant shear deformations occur in 
panel zone areapanel zone area

Using center line dimensions indirectly and approximately accounUsing center line dimensions indirectly and approximately accounts ts 
for drift produced by deformations in the beam column jointfor drift produced by deformations in the beam column joint

Consider using center line modeling (no rigid zone) for steel moConsider using center line modeling (no rigid zone) for steel moment ment 
framesframes
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BeamBeam--Column Joint ModelingColumn Joint Modeling

Advanced modeling option is available some commercial programsAdvanced modeling option is available some commercial programs

Panel zone can be assigned to beamPanel zone can be assigned to beam--column jointcolumn joint

Panel zone properties can be specified by userPanel zone properties can be specified by user

Complete control of properties is achieved by assigning link Complete control of properties is achieved by assigning link 
property  to panel zoneproperty  to panel zone

Beam

Beam

Column

Beam

Beam

Column

Beam column connection Panel zone representation

Link
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Design of Brace BeamsDesign of Brace Beams

Braced beams are subjected to flexure and axial loadsBraced beams are subjected to flexure and axial loads

When floor and roof diaphragm is modeled properly computer When floor and roof diaphragm is modeled properly computer 
programs/post processors can be used to design these beamsprograms/post processors can be used to design these beams

However, most commercial design programs do not check torsional However, most commercial design programs do not check torsional 
bucklingbuckling

The following series of slides provide specific recommendations The following series of slides provide specific recommendations on on 
appropriate values of appropriate values of KLKLmajormajor, , KLKLminorminor, , KLKLzz and Land Lbb to be used for the to be used for the 
design of brace beamsdesign of brace beams

KLKLmajormajor is effective length of a compression member for buckling is effective length of a compression member for buckling 
about strong axisabout strong axis

KLKLminorminor is effective length of a compression member for buckling is effective length of a compression member for buckling 
about weak axisabout weak axis

KLKLzz is effective length of a compression member for torsional is effective length of a compression member for torsional 
buckling about longitudinal axisbuckling about longitudinal axis

LLbb is unbraced length of flexural memberis unbraced length of flexural member
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Design of Brace BeamsDesign of Brace Beams
(Diagonal concentric brace)(Diagonal concentric brace)

Detail A

Unbraced lengths for axial LoadingUnbraced lengths for axial Loading
KLKLmajormajor =  30=  30’’
KLKLminorminor =  0=  0’’
KLKLzz =  30=  30’’ (with lateral brace at (with lateral brace at 
distance = distance = ½½ beam depth + beam depth + ½½ deck deck 
depth)depth)
By taking By taking KLKLminorminor = = KLKLzz, torsional , torsional 
buckling need not be checkedbuckling need not be checked

Unbraced lengths for bendingUnbraced lengths for bending
LLbb = unbraced length = 0= unbraced length = 0’’

(Net downward load)(Net downward load)
LLbb = unbraced length = 30= unbraced length = 30’’

(Net upward load, (Net upward load, CCbb =2)=2)

Deck

PLAN

A

30’-0”

Elevation
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PLAN

A B

30’-0”

Elevation

Design of Brace BeamsDesign of Brace Beams
(Diagonal concentric brace with center kicker)(Diagonal concentric brace with center kicker)

Detail A

Detail B

Unbraced lengths for axial LoadingUnbraced lengths for axial Loading
KLKLmajormajor = 30= 30’’
KLKLminorminor = 0= 0’’
KLKLzz = 15= 15’’ (with lateral brace at (with lateral brace at 
distance = distance = ½½ beam depth + beam depth + ½½ deck deck 
depth)depth)
By taking By taking KLKLminorminor = = KLKLzz, torsional , torsional 
buckling need not be checkedbuckling need not be checked

Unbraced lengths for bendingUnbraced lengths for bending
LLbb = unbraced Length = 0= unbraced Length = 0’’

(Net downward load)(Net downward load)
LLbb = unbraced Length = 15= unbraced Length = 15’’

(With appropriate (With appropriate CCbb for Net for Net 
upward load.)upward load.)

See previous slide for downward See previous slide for downward 
loadsloads

Deck

Kicker
Kicker
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Design of Brace BeamsDesign of Brace Beams
(Inverted (Inverted ““VV”” or chevron brace with center kicker)or chevron brace with center kicker)

Unbraced lengths for axial LoadingUnbraced lengths for axial Loading
KLKLmajormajor = 15= 15’’
KLKLminorminor = 0= 0’’
KLKLzz = 15= 15’’

–– Note by taking Note by taking KLKLminorminor = = KLKLzz, torsional , torsional 
buckling need not be checkedbuckling need not be checked

It is recommended to always place a It is recommended to always place a 
bottom flange brace (kicker) at mid bottom flange brace (kicker) at mid 
span for Chevron or Inverted span for Chevron or Inverted ““VV””
brace brace 

Unbraced lengths for bendingUnbraced lengths for bending
LLbb = unbraced length = 15= unbraced length = 15’’

(With appropriate (With appropriate CCbb))

PLAN

A B

30’-0”

Elevation

Kicker
Kicker

Detail A

Detail B

Deck
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Design of Brace BeamsDesign of Brace Beams
(Inverted (Inverted ““VV”” or chevron brace at openings)or chevron brace at openings)

PLAN

A

30’-0”

Elevation Detail A

Elevator Divider Beam Unbraced lengths for axial LoadingUnbraced lengths for axial Loading
KLKLmajormajor = 15= 15’’
KLKLminorminor = 30= 30’’
KLKLzz = 30= 30’’

–– Note that possible bracing provided Note that possible bracing provided 
by elevator divider beam is not by elevator divider beam is not 
considered.  Elevator divider beams considered.  Elevator divider beams 
are not fire proofed and therefore can are not fire proofed and therefore can 
not be considered as bracing member not be considered as bracing member 
for primary load resisting elementsfor primary load resisting elements

Unbraced lengths for bendingUnbraced lengths for bending
LLbb = unbraced length = 30= unbraced length = 30’’
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Design of Brace BeamsDesign of Brace Beams
(Diagonal concentric brace at openings)(Diagonal concentric brace at openings)

Detail A

Unbraced lengths for axial LoadingUnbraced lengths for axial Loading
KLKLmajormajor = 30= 30’’
KLKLminorminor = 30= 30’’
KLKLzz = 30= 30’’

–– Note that possible bracing provided Note that possible bracing provided 
by elevator divider beam is not by elevator divider beam is not 
considered.  Elevator divider beams considered.  Elevator divider beams 
are not fire proofed and therefore are not fire proofed and therefore 
can not be considered as bracing can not be considered as bracing 
member for primary load resisting member for primary load resisting 
elementselements

Unbraced lengths for bendingUnbraced lengths for bending
LLbb = unbraced length = 30= unbraced length = 30’’

Elevator Divider Beam

PLAN

A

30’-0”

Elevation
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Determine the appropriate boundary condition at the baseDetermine the appropriate boundary condition at the base

Simplified assumption (pinned base) may not help satisfy variousSimplified assumption (pinned base) may not help satisfy various limit limit 
statesstates

Investigate foundation flexibility and model accordinglyInvestigate foundation flexibility and model accordingly

For columns not rigidly connected to foundations, use G = 10For columns not rigidly connected to foundations, use G = 10

For columns rigidly connected to foundations, use G = 1For columns rigidly connected to foundations, use G = 1

Design base plates and anchor rods for proper forcesDesign base plates and anchor rods for proper forces

Foundation ModelingFoundation Modeling

⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

=

Lg
IgΣ

Lc
Ic

G
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Column to Foundation Connection FlexibilityColumn to Foundation Connection Flexibility

10
Lc

Ic
Lg

Ig Σ =⎟
⎠
⎞⎜

⎝
⎛

KC

Lc
0.6EIcKc =

Model beams connecting the pinned support such thatModel beams connecting the pinned support such that

or, use rotational spring support withor, use rotational spring support with
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Use PCI handbook as guide to determine foundation flexibilityUse PCI handbook as guide to determine foundation flexibility

Function of footing size and modulus of subFunction of footing size and modulus of sub--grade reactiongrade reaction

Foundation FlexibilityFoundation Flexibility

stiffness Foundation fK
stiffness connection foundation to Column cK

fK
1

cK
1

K
1

=
=

+=

K
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Acceptability CriteriaAcceptability Criteria

Analysis I Analysis I —— serviceabilityserviceability
Interstory driftInterstory drift
ΔΔ/h/h ≤≤ 0.0025 at all levels and at all locations in plan0.0025 at all levels and at all locations in plan

–– Actual drift limit depends on cladding materialActual drift limit depends on cladding material
Torsion effects must be consideredTorsion effects must be considered
Drift damage index may be appropriate in some tall slender bldg.Drift damage index may be appropriate in some tall slender bldg.

Analysis II Analysis II —— Lateral strength (recommended)Lateral strength (recommended)
Interstory stability index Interstory stability index Q = PQ = PΔΔ /vh /vh , P, PΔ  Δ  effect  = 1/(1effect  = 1/(1--Q)Q)
QQ ≤≤ 0.250.25 —— PPΔΔ effect effect ≤≤ 1.331.33

Analysis III Analysis III —— stability (derived from AISC LRFD stability (derived from AISC LRFD EqEq. A. A--66--2)2)
Interstory stability index Interstory stability index Q = PQ = PΔΔ/vh , P/vh , PΔ  Δ  effect  = 1/(1effect  = 1/(1--Q)Q)
QQ ≤≤ 0.3750.375 —— PPΔΔ effect effect ≤≤ 1.61.6
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Acceptability CriteriaAcceptability Criteria

Drift Damage Index (DDI Drift Damage Index (DDI ≤≤ 0.0025)0.0025)
May be appropriate in tall slender buildingMay be appropriate in tall slender building

Eq Eq Eq Eq

Less Distorted 
Panel

Highly Distorted 
Panel

Highly Distorted 
Panel

˜̃Reference Reference ““serviceability under wind loadsserviceability under wind loads”” by Lawrence G. Griffis (AISC Q1,1993)by Lawrence G. Griffis (AISC Q1,1993)
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Acceptability CriteriaAcceptability Criteria

Drift Damage Index (DDI)Drift Damage Index (DDI)

Reference Reference ““serviceability under wind loadsserviceability under wind loads”” by Lawrence G. Griffis by Lawrence G. Griffis 
(AISC Q1,1993)(AISC Q1,1993)

A (Xa, Ya) B (Xb, Yb)

D (Xd, Yd)C (Xc, Yc)

H

L

D1 = (Xa –Xc)/H

D2 = (Xb –Xd)/H

D3 = (Yd –Yc)/L

D4 = (Yb –Ya)/L

Will be same if no axial 
shortening of beam (also 
represents lateral drift)

Will be non zero if there 
is axial shortening of 
column (traditionally 
ignored)

D1

D3

D2

D4

DDI = 0.5 (D1 + D2 + D3 + D4)

If D3 and D4 are ignored or zero and

when D1 = D2 (Rigid diaphragm)

DDI = lateral drift
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Story Stability IndexStory Stability Index

Measure of the ratio of building weight above a story to the stoMeasure of the ratio of building weight above a story to the story ry 
stiffnessstiffness

Q Q = P= PΔΔ/VH = P/kh/VH = P/kh
KK = V/= V/ΔΔ = story stiffness= story stiffness
P = building weight above the story in considerationP = building weight above the story in consideration
VV = total story shear= total story shear
ΔΔ = story deflection due to story shear, V= story deflection due to story shear, V
H = story heightH = story height

Designing to satisfy interstory drift ratio does not insure stabDesigning to satisfy interstory drift ratio does not insure stabilityility
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Story StabilityStory Stability

Stability is more likely to be a problem for buildings located iStability is more likely to be a problem for buildings located in n 
moderate wind zonesmoderate wind zones

Buildings likely to have stability problems include:Buildings likely to have stability problems include:
Low lateral loadsLow lateral loads
Heavy (normal weight concrete topping, precast, masonry, etc.)Heavy (normal weight concrete topping, precast, masonry, etc.)
High first story heightHigh first story height
Bad plan distribution of lateral load resisting elements (torsioBad plan distribution of lateral load resisting elements (torsional nal 
stability)stability)
Stability in long directionStability in long direction
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Story StabilityStory Stability

Example buildingExample building

Stability more critical in Stability more critical in xx––directiondirection
B = 225/95 = 2.37 AB = 225/95 = 2.37 A
Assume drift ratios are same in both Assume drift ratios are same in both XX–– and and yy––directions.directions.
–– Then Then kkyy = 225/95 = 2.37 = 225/95 = 2.37 kkxx

Q = P/Q = P/khkh, , QQxx > > QQyy

YY

XX

225225’’

9595’’
AA

BB
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Steel Deck DesignSteel Deck Design

156

OverviewOverview

Deck typesDeck types

Composite deck designComposite deck design

Composite deck finishes and detailsComposite deck finishes and details

NonNon--composite deck typescomposite deck types

Non composite deck designNon composite deck design
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Deck TypesDeck Types

Composite deck

Non-composite deck
Form for concrete 
Support for roofing materials

158

Composite DeckComposite Deck

Supports wet weight of concrete and also serves as a working plaSupports wet weight of concrete and also serves as a working platformtform

Embossing on deck bonds the concrete to the deck and acts composEmbossing on deck bonds the concrete to the deck and acts compositely, itely, 
which serves as the positive moment reinforcingwhich serves as the positive moment reinforcing

Bond under dynamic loading tend to deteriorate over a long time;Bond under dynamic loading tend to deteriorate over a long time; therefore therefore 
cannot be used as reinforcing under dynamic loadingcannot be used as reinforcing under dynamic loading

DO NOT USE for floors carrying forkDO NOT USE for floors carrying fork--lift type traffic, dynamic loads, or lift type traffic, dynamic loads, or 
parking garages. Use nonparking garages. Use non--composite deck with positive and negative composite deck with positive and negative 
reinforcing bars insteadreinforcing bars instead

Commonly used in office buildings, hospitals, public assemblyCommonly used in office buildings, hospitals, public assembly

Primarily used where uniform, static, loads with small concentraPrimarily used where uniform, static, loads with small concentrated loads ted loads 
are presentare present
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Composite DeckComposite Deck

Three standard depths availableThree standard depths available
1.51.5””, 2, 2”” and 3and 3””

66”” rib spacing available in 1.5rib spacing available in 1.5””
deep deckdeep deck

1212”” rib spacing is standardrib spacing is standard

Concrete depth over deck Concrete depth over deck 
depends on strength requirement depends on strength requirement 
as well as fire resistance as well as fire resistance 
requirementsrequirements
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Composite DeckComposite Deck

Non standard composite decksNon standard composite decks
Cellular (electrified floor) decksCellular (electrified floor) decks
–– Beware of strength reduction due to raceways Beware of strength reduction due to raceways 

perpendicular to the deck span that displaces concreteperpendicular to the deck span that displaces concrete
–– Must be fireproofed with sprayMust be fireproofed with spray--on fireproofingon fireproofing

Slotted hanger deckSlotted hanger deck
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Composite Deck DesignComposite Deck Design

Required informationRequired information
Required usage and floor loadingRequired usage and floor loading
Deck span / supporting beam spacingDeck span / supporting beam spacing
Type of concrete (NW, SLW, LW)Type of concrete (NW, SLW, LW)
Fire resistance ratingFire resistance rating

Design processDesign process
Select slab thickness that does not require spray on fire proofiSelect slab thickness that does not require spray on fire proofingng
Select deck depth and gage from load tablesSelect deck depth and gage from load tables
Choose deck depth and gage so that no shoring is required for twChoose deck depth and gage so that no shoring is required for two o 
or more span conditionor more span condition
Check load capacity of composite section (rarely controls)Check load capacity of composite section (rarely controls)
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Composite Deck DesignComposite Deck Design

Deck 
Depth

(in)

Fire 
Rating

Concrete 
Density

Minimum 
concrete 
thickness 

above 
flutes (in)

Stud Length (in)

Minimum Recommended*

After 
Welding

Before 
Welding

After 
Welding

2

2-Hour
LWC

3.5 3  1/2 4  3/16 4      

3 3.5 4  1/2 5  3/16 5      

2
NWC

4.5 3  1/2 5  3/16 5     

3 4.5 4  1/2 6  3/16 6

2

1-Hour
LWC

2.75 3  1/2 3  7/8 3 11/16

3 2.75 4  1/2 4  7/8 4 11/16

2
NWC

3.5 3  1/2 4  3/16 4   

3 3.5 4  1/2 5  3/16 5
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Composite Deck DesignComposite Deck Design

2-Hr 
Fire 
Rat-
ing

3.5” LWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 8’-5” 9’-0” 9’-6” 10’-6” 11’-4” 12’-1” 12’-8”

3 9’-1” 10’-9” 11’-7” 12’-10” 13’-8” 14’-7” 15’-3”
4.5” NWC Above Flutes Deck Gage

Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16
2 6’-2” 7’-6” 8’-1” 8’-11” 9’-8” 10’-3” 10’-9”

3 6’-6” 7’-9” 8’-10” 10’-10” 11’-7” 12’-4” 13’-0”

1-Hr 
Fire 
Rat-
ing

2.75” LWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 8’-10” 9’-6” 10’-1” 11’-2” 12’-0” 12’-10” 13’-5”

3 10’-1” 11’-7” 12’-3” 13’-6” 14’-5” 15’-4” 16’-1”

3.5” NWC Above Flutes Deck Gage
Deck Depth 22 21 20 19 18 17 16

2 7’-2” 8’-2” 8’-8” 9’-7” 10’-4” 11’-0” 11’-7”

3 7’-5” 8’-10” 10’-1” 11’-7” 12’-5” 13’-3” 13’-11”

Recommended deck clear span to satisfy SDI maximum unshored span criteria for 2 span condition:

* Chart based on Fy = 40 ksi
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Basis of Composite Deck DesignBasis of Composite Deck Design

SDI Composite Deck Design Handbook for post-composite design

Design as simple span
Slab cracks over beam supports
For continuous design need to reinforce slab more than minimum

Bending Capacity:
Elastic Design (most catalogs)

– Elastic stress distribution based on transformed section
– Limit based on allowable stresses

Plastic Design (typically noted as ‘LRFD Design’ in catalogs)
– Plastic stress distribution (similar to reinforced concrete design)
– Requires additional studs over supports to achieve full plastic capacity
– Must provide additional studs (as noted in catalogs) to use higher capacities 
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Composite Deck DesignComposite Deck Design

Other considerationsOther considerations
Provide minimum number of studs at end span to develop the Provide minimum number of studs at end span to develop the 
required positive momentrequired positive moment
Check bearing width and web crippling of deck during constructioCheck bearing width and web crippling of deck during constructionn
Check shear strength of deckCheck shear strength of deck
Check for concentrated loads and verify design using SDI criteriCheck for concentrated loads and verify design using SDI criteriaa
Provide reinforcing in the form of welded wire reinforcing or reProvide reinforcing in the form of welded wire reinforcing or rebarbar
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Composite Deck DesignComposite Deck Design

Shear and Web Crippling Capacity of DeckShear and Web Crippling Capacity of Deck

Reference:
“SDI Composite 
Deck Design
Handbook”,  March 
1997
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Composite Deck DesignComposite Deck Design

Concentrated loadsConcentrated loads

168

Composite Deck DesignComposite Deck Design

Concentrated loadsConcentrated loads
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Composite Deck DesignComposite Deck Design

Concentrated loadsConcentrated loads
Determine effective width of slab for bendingDetermine effective width of slab for bending

–– bbe e = b= bmm+C(1+C(1--x/l)x; x/l)x; 
–– C = 2.0 for simple span, 1.33 for continuous span  C = 2.0 for simple span, 1.33 for continuous span  
–– x = location of load along span x = location of load along span 
–– bbmm = b= b22 + 2t+ 2tcc + 2t+ 2ttt (see previous slide) (see previous slide) 
–– ttcc = thickness of concrete over deck = thickness of concrete over deck 
–– tttt = thickness of any topping = thickness of any topping 
–– bb22 = width of concentrated load perpendicular to span= width of concentrated load perpendicular to span
–– Resist moment by effective width of deck slab and provide reinfoResist moment by effective width of deck slab and provide reinforcing if rcing if 

neededneeded
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Composite Deck DesignComposite Deck Design

Concentrated loadsConcentrated loads
Determine effective width of slab for shearDetermine effective width of slab for shear

–– bbee = = bbmm + (1+ (1--x/l)xx/l)x
Limit on bLimit on bee; no greater than 8.9 (; no greater than 8.9 (ttcc/h/h))
Determine weak direction bending to calculate distribution steelDetermine weak direction bending to calculate distribution steel over over 
width W = L/2 + bwidth W = L/2 + b33 < L< L
Weak direction bending M = P x Weak direction bending M = P x bbeexx 12/(15 x w)  in12/(15 x w)  in--lbs per ft. Provide lbs per ft. Provide 
reinforcing over deck to resist the momentreinforcing over deck to resist the moment
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Composite DeckComposite Deck

G90 galvanized finish G90 galvanized finish -- roofs and extreme environments roofs and extreme environments 
such as a swimming poolsuch as a swimming pool

G60 galvanized finish G60 galvanized finish –– use minimum recommended finishuse minimum recommended finish

Painted finish Painted finish -- inform the owner of the risk involvedinform the owner of the risk involved

Deck serves as positive bending reinforcing, it must be Deck serves as positive bending reinforcing, it must be 
designed to last the life of the structuredesigned to last the life of the structure
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Composite Deck DetailsComposite Deck Details

Slab edge pour Slab edge pour 
closuresclosures

Use bent plates where Use bent plates where 
welding is expected welding is expected 

Ref: “Steel Deck Inst.
Design Manual for Composite 
Decks, Form Decks, Roof Decks, 
and Cellular Deck Floor
Systems with Electrical 
Distribution”
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NonNon--composite Deck composite Deck 

Three primary typesThree primary types

Roof DeckRoof Deck supporting rigid insulationsupporting rigid insulation

Vented Form DeckVented Form Deck supporting lightweight insulating supporting lightweight insulating 
concrete (LWIC) for roofconcrete (LWIC) for roof

Form DeckForm Deck supporting concrete decksupporting concrete deck
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NonNon--composite Deckcomposite Deck

Roof DeckRoof Deck

Narrow-Rib
Type A
(1” wide)
(1/2 “ insulation

Intermediate-Rib
Type F
(1 ¾” wide)
(1” insulation)

Wide-Rib
Type B
(2 ½ “ wide)
(1” insulation)

3 in Deck
Type N
(2 5/8” wide)

Cellular
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NonNon--composite Deckcomposite Deck

Form deckForm deck

Thickness of concrete above deck ranges from 1 Thickness of concrete above deck ranges from 1 ½”½” to 5to 5””

Comes in various depths; 9/16Comes in various depths; 9/16””, 15/16, 15/16””,1 5/16,1 5/16””,1 ,1 ½”½”, 2, 2”” & 3& 3””

These decks also come vented for use with lightweight These decks also come vented for use with lightweight 
insulating concrete (LWIC).insulating concrete (LWIC).
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NonNon--composite Deck Designcomposite Deck Design

Maximum span for construction safetyMaximum span for construction safety

P =  200 lb./ft at midP =  200 lb./ft at mid--point of one span point of one span 

FFaa = 26,000 = 26,000 psipsi

ΔΔaa = L/240 = L/240 

Span Limits by Factory Mutual
Deck

Type A-NR F-IR B-WR ER2R
Gage

16 - - 8'-2" 12'-3"
18 6'-0" 6'-3" 7'-5" 10'-8"
20 5'-3" 5'-5" 6'-6" 9'-4"
22 4'-10" 4'-11" 6'-0" -
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NonNon--composite Deck composite Deck 

Attachment to supportsAttachment to supports

Welding Welding –– 5/85/8”” puddle weld is typicalpuddle weld is typical

Powder or compressedPowder or compressed--air actuated pinsair actuated pins

SelfSelf--drilling fastenersdrilling fasteners

Fastener spacingFastener spacing
Beware of special requirements beyond what is needed for diaphraBeware of special requirements beyond what is needed for diaphragm strengthgm strength

Minimum SDI fastener spacing for nonMinimum SDI fastener spacing for non--hurricane regions where approval hurricane regions where approval 
or acceptance by factory mutual insurance is not requiredor acceptance by factory mutual insurance is not required

18 in. on center in field of roof and 18 in. on center in field of roof and 
12 in. on center in perimeter and corners if rib spacing 12 in. on center in perimeter and corners if rib spacing << 66”” otherwise, at every otherwise, at every 
rib throughoutrib throughout

Hurricane regions (ASCE 7Hurricane regions (ASCE 7--02) or FM class I9002) or FM class I90
12 in. on center in field of roof, 6 in. at perimeters and corne12 in. on center in field of roof, 6 in. at perimeters and cornersrs

FM class I120FM class I120
6 in. on center in field of roof, 4 6 in. on center in field of roof, 4 ½½ in. At perimeters and 3 in. in corners, but only in. At perimeters and 3 in. in corners, but only 
use use itwbuildexitwbuildex selfself--drilling fasteners.  Use two fasteners per rib to satisfy drilling fasteners.  Use two fasteners per rib to satisfy 
fastener spacing less than rib spacingfastener spacing less than rib spacing
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NonNon--composite Deck composite Deck 

Roof deck finishesRoof deck finishes
Prime paintedPrime painted

–– Short period of protection in ordinary atmospheric conditionsShort period of protection in ordinary atmospheric conditions
–– Do not use as final coat in exposed conditions or in highly corrDo not use as final coat in exposed conditions or in highly corrosive osive 

or humid environments or humid environments 

GalvanizingGalvanizing
–– Use for corrosive or high humidity environmentsUse for corrosive or high humidity environments
–– G90 or G60 finishG90 or G60 finish

Use field painting over prime coat for deck in exterior exposed Use field painting over prime coat for deck in exterior exposed 
conditionsconditions
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NonNon--composite Deck composite Deck 

Selecting and specifying roof deckSelecting and specifying roof deck
Choose deck type and depth to suit spans and insulation type, Choose deck type and depth to suit spans and insulation type, 
coordinate with architectcoordinate with architect
Be aware of special requirements such as acoustic criteria or thBe aware of special requirements such as acoustic criteria or the e 
need for cellular deck.need for cellular deck.
Ensure span limits are as required in factory mutual or underwriEnsure span limits are as required in factory mutual or underwriters ters 
laboratories if applicablelaboratories if applicable
Choose gage to carry loadChoose gage to carry load
Specify depth, gage, and deck type if standard or I, sSpecify depth, gage, and deck type if standard or I, spp, and , and ssnn for nonfor non--
standardstandard
Choose either galvanized or painted finish.Choose either galvanized or painted finish.
Choose the proper minimum attachment requirements or as requiredChoose the proper minimum attachment requirements or as required
for strengthfor strength
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NonNon--composite Deck composite Deck 

Form deckForm deck

Floor constructionFloor construction
Short spans (2Short spans (2’’-- 00”” to 4to 4’’--66””) supported by open) supported by open--web bar joistsweb bar joists
Deck acts as form onlyDeck acts as form only
Concrete slab is reinforced to resist loadConcrete slab is reinforced to resist load
Concrete is not usually thick enough to be fireConcrete is not usually thick enough to be fire--rated without further rated without further 
fireproofing or firefireproofing or fire--rated floorrated floor--ceiling assemblyceiling assembly
For concrete slab thickness of 2 For concrete slab thickness of 2 ½”½” above deck or less and spans above deck or less and spans 
less than 5 ft, place reinforcing mat at midless than 5 ft, place reinforcing mat at mid--depth of slabdepth of slab
For thicker slab above deck drape the reinforcing between supporFor thicker slab above deck drape the reinforcing between supportsts

Roof constructionRoof construction
Vented form used to support lightweight insulating concrete suchVented form used to support lightweight insulating concrete such as as 
perliteperlite, vermiculite, or cellular foam, vermiculite, or cellular foam
Deck is permanent and must be galvanizedDeck is permanent and must be galvanized
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NonNon--composite Deck composite Deck 

Form deck connection to supports at roofForm deck connection to supports at roof
NonNon--hurricane zone with no Factory Mutual or UL requirementhurricane zone with no Factory Mutual or UL requirement

–– To each support member at both sideTo each support member at both side--lap flutes and 18lap flutes and 18”” on center in field on center in field 
of roof and of roof and 

–– 1212”” on center in eaves, overhangs, perimeter strips and cornerson center in eaves, overhangs, perimeter strips and corners
Factory Mutual 1Factory Mutual 1--60, non60, non--hurricanehurricane

–– To each support member at each sideTo each support member at each side--lap and every other flute in field of lap and every other flute in field of 
roof and every flute in eaves, overhangs, perimeter strips and croof and every flute in eaves, overhangs, perimeter strips and corners.orners.

Hurricane zone, FM Class 1Hurricane zone, FM Class 1--75 or above75 or above
–– Every flute in field of roof and 2 fasteners per flute in eaves,Every flute in field of roof and 2 fasteners per flute in eaves, overhangs, overhangs, 

perimeter strips and cornersperimeter strips and corners

Form deck connection to supports at floorsForm deck connection to supports at floors
–– At end laps, connect at both sideAt end laps, connect at both side--laps and halfway inlaps and halfway in--between.  At each between.  At each 

interior support, connect at each sideinterior support, connect at each side--lap.lap.
–– This connection pattern is good for all deck spans up to 4This connection pattern is good for all deck spans up to 4’’66””.  For spans .  For spans 

of 4of 4’’66”” to 8to 8’’--00””, add connection midway between side, add connection midway between side--laps at each interior laps at each interior 
supportsupport
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Diaphragms in Steel BuildingsDiaphragms in Steel Buildings
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OverviewOverview

The role of a diaphragm in a buildingThe role of a diaphragm in a building

Types of diaphragmsTypes of diaphragms

Diaphragm design procedureDiaphragm design procedure

Diaphragm deflectionsDiaphragm deflections

Lateral analysis and diaphragm modeling issuesLateral analysis and diaphragm modeling issues

Potential diaphragm problemsPotential diaphragm problems
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The Role of DiaphragmsThe Role of Diaphragms

Purpose:Purpose: To distribute lateral forces to the elements of the To distribute lateral forces to the elements of the VVertical ertical 
LLateral ateral LLoad oad RResisting system (VLLR)esisting system (VLLR)

Ties the building together as a unitTies the building together as a unit

Behaves as a horizontal continuous beam spanning between and Behaves as a horizontal continuous beam spanning between and 
supported by the vertical lateral load resisting systemsupported by the vertical lateral load resisting system

Floor acts as web of continuous beamFloor acts as web of continuous beam

Members at floor edges act as flanges/chords of the continuous Members at floor edges act as flanges/chords of the continuous 
beambeam

Critical for stability of structure as leaning portion of structCritical for stability of structure as leaning portion of structure ure 
gets stability from VLLR through the diaphragmgets stability from VLLR through the diaphragm
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Types of Diaphragms (Materials)Types of Diaphragms (Materials)

Concrete slabConcrete slab

Composite metal deckComposite metal deck

Precast elements with or without concrete topping slab Precast elements with or without concrete topping slab 
(staggered truss system)(staggered truss system)

UntoppedUntopped metal deck (roof deck)metal deck (roof deck)

Plywood sheathingPlywood sheathing

* Note: Standing seam roof is * Note: Standing seam roof is notnot a diaphragma diaphragm
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Diaphragm ClassificationsDiaphragm Classifications
RigidRigid

Distributes horizontal forces to VLLR elements in direct proportDistributes horizontal forces to VLLR elements in direct proportion ion 
to relative rigidities of VLLR elementsto relative rigidities of VLLR elements
Diaphragm deflection insignificant compared to that of VLLR Diaphragm deflection insignificant compared to that of VLLR 
elementselements
Examples: Composite metal deck slabs, concrete slabs (under Examples: Composite metal deck slabs, concrete slabs (under 
most conditions)most conditions)
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Diaphragm ClassificationsDiaphragm Classifications
FlexibleFlexible

Distributes horizontal forces to VLLR elements independent of Distributes horizontal forces to VLLR elements independent of 
relative rigidities of VLLR elementsrelative rigidities of VLLR elements
Distributes horizontal forces to VLLR elements as a continuous Distributes horizontal forces to VLLR elements as a continuous 
beam on an elastic foundationbeam on an elastic foundation
Distributes horizontal forces to VLLR elements based on tributarDistributes horizontal forces to VLLR elements based on tributary y 
areasareas
Diaphragm deflection significantly large compared to that of VLLDiaphragm deflection significantly large compared to that of VLLR R 
elementselements
Examples: Examples: UntoppedUntopped metal decks (under some conditions)metal decks (under some conditions)
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Diaphragm ClassificationsDiaphragm Classifications

3.3. SemiSemi--RigidRigid
Deflection of VLLR elements and diaphragm under horizontal Deflection of VLLR elements and diaphragm under horizontal 
forces are same order of magnitudeforces are same order of magnitude
Must account for relative rigidities of VLLR elements and Must account for relative rigidities of VLLR elements and 
diaphragmdiaphragm
Analogous to beam on elastic foundationAnalogous to beam on elastic foundation
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Diaphragm ClassificationsDiaphragm Classifications

UBC 1997 (UBC 1997 (§§1630.6) and IBC 2003 (1630.6) and IBC 2003 (§§1602) :1602) :

““A diaphragm shall be considered flexible when the maximum A diaphragm shall be considered flexible when the maximum 
lateral deformation of the diaphragm is more than two times the lateral deformation of the diaphragm is more than two times the 
average story drift of the associated storyaverage story drift of the associated story””

If Δd > 2ΔVLLR Diaphragm is Flexible

Δd

F/L
Plan Elevation

F

ΔVLLR
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Diaphragm ClassificationsDiaphragm Classifications
(Steel Deck Institute)(Steel Deck Institute)

GG’’ FlexibilityFlexibility

6.67 6.67 -- 14.314.3 flexibleflexible

14.3 14.3 -- 100100 semisemi--flexibleflexible

100 100 -- 10001000 semisemi--rigidrigid

> 1000> 1000 rigidrigid

Metal DeckMetal Deck

FilledFilled

Note: These classifications are guidelines. To 
accurately classify a diaphragm, the stiffness of 
the diaphragm must be compared to that of the 
VLLR system.
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DiaphragmsDiaphragms
InIn--plane deflection:plane deflection:

Deflection shall not exceed permissible deflection of attached eDeflection shall not exceed permissible deflection of attached elementslements

Permissible deflection is that which will permit the attached elPermissible deflection is that which will permit the attached element to ement to 
maintain its structural integrity under the applied lateral loadmaintain its structural integrity under the applied lateral loads and continue s and continue 
to support self weight and vertical load if applicableto support self weight and vertical load if applicable

( )
h

floorndrooffloorndroof 22 δδ −+Δ−Δ
Drift ratio experienced by cladding

(out-of-plane):

NoteNote:  The h/400 limit state is generally for the in:  The h/400 limit state is generally for the in--plane deflections.plane deflections.
The outThe out--ofof--plane drift limits are generally less stringent.plane drift limits are generally less stringent.

ΔRoof

Δ2nd floor

2nd Floor Plan

δ2nd floor

Roof Plan

δ roof
Cladding

h
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Example of a Rigid DiaphragmExample of a Rigid Diaphragm

250’-0”

VLLR Element VLLR Element

50’-0”

Diaphragm flexibility is not solely based on geometryDiaphragm flexibility is not solely based on geometry

The location and relative stiffness of the VLLR elements is key The location and relative stiffness of the VLLR elements is key to to 
determining diaphragm flexibilitydetermining diaphragm flexibility
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Example of a Flexible DiaphragmExample of a Flexible Diaphragm

VLLR Element VLLR Element

250’-0”

50’-0”

In most cases a system with these dimensions and VLLR system In most cases a system with these dimensions and VLLR system 
layout would cause the diaphragm to be considered flexiblelayout would cause the diaphragm to be considered flexible

By removing VLLR elements a once rigid diaphragm can become By removing VLLR elements a once rigid diaphragm can become 
a flexible diaphragma flexible diaphragm

194

Diaphragm TerminologyDiaphragm Terminology

Compression Chord

Tension Chord

Collector
Beam

Collector
Beam

VLLR
Element

Drag Strut

VLLR
Element Floor or Roof Diaphragm
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Diaphragm Design ProcedureDiaphragm Design Procedure

Calculate diaphragm design forces at all levels.

VLLR
System

(A)(A) For seismic forces follow the building code to For seismic forces follow the building code to 
determine determine FFeqeq. Distribute . Distribute FFeqeq along the floor in along the floor in 
the same proportion as the mass distribution the same proportion as the mass distribution 
at that level.at that level.

(B)(B) For wind forces distribute For wind forces distribute FFww along the floor along the floor 
based on the wind pressure and tributary based on the wind pressure and tributary 
height. height. 

(C)(C) Add any shears caused by offsets in VLLR Add any shears caused by offsets in VLLR 
system and changes in stiffness of VLLR system and changes in stiffness of VLLR 
system.system.Elevation

196

Diaphragm Design ProcedureDiaphragm Design Procedure
Draw diaphragm shear and moment diagrams.

VLLR System VLLR System

Plan

Shear Diagram V

V

Moment Diagram
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Diaphragm Design ProcedureDiaphragm Design Procedure

A. Chord tension/compression capacity of diaphragm
Chord force, T = Mu/d (d = Effective depth of diaphragm)

A’. Chord force at corner opening near brace “A” must be 
checked (same as coped beam)

B. Diaphragm shear capacity (check over VLLR length)

B B

A
A’
A

A

B B
Brace “B”Brace “A”

N

A

A’ Transfer Length =
VLLR Length

Approach 1: All shear transferred directly to VLLR system
(No collector beams, No drag struts)

198

Diaphragm Design ProcedureDiaphragm Design Procedure

• All shear is transferred directly to the VLLR 
system. 

• No special consideration of diaphragm forces 
must be given to the design of beam to column 
connections 1 and 2 or beams 1 and 2.

Connection 1 Connection 2

VBeam 1 Beam 2

Connection design: Approach 1
Braces “A” and “B”
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Diaphragm Design ProcedureDiaphragm Design Procedure

A. Chord tension/compression capacity related to Overall 
diaphragm behavior
Chord force, T = Mu/d (d = Effective depth of diaphragm)

A’. Chord tension/compression capacity related to local 
diaphragm bending (same as coped beam)

B. Diaphragm shear capacity (check over transfer length)

B B

A

A

A

A

B B

A’

A’

A’

A’

Brace “B”
Transfer LengthBrace “A”

Approach 2: Shear transferred to collector beams and VLLR system
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Diaphragm Design ProcedureDiaphragm Design Procedure

C. Force transfer from diaphragm to collector beam
D. Axial capacity (collector beam / drag strut)
E. Connection to VLLR system

C & DC
D C & D

E

E

D

Brace “B”
Brace “A”

Design collector beams and drag struts
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Diaphragm Design ProcedureDiaphragm Design Procedure

F. Provide connection between diaphragm and collector 
beam to transfer diaphragm force. Design collector beam 
for this force.

G. Connections 1 and 2 must be designed to carry the axial 
force (V2) through the beam/column connection.

F
Connection 1 Connection 2

V1V2

V1 +V2 = V

Axial force in this beam will be
V plus force from floor above.

Collector
Beam

Connection design method 2 (Brace A)
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Diaphragm Design ProcedureDiaphragm Design Procedure

F. Provide connection between diaphragm and collector beam 
to transfer diaphragm force. Design collector beam for this 
force plus any force from previous collector beams.

G. Connections 1 and 2 must be designed to carry the axial 
forces (1 for V3) (2 for V2 + V3) through the beam/column 
connection.

V1 +V2 +V3 = V

F
Connection 1 Connection 2

F

V1V3 V2

Axial force in this beam will be
V plus force from floor above.

Collector
Beams

Connection design method 2 (Brace B)
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The joist seat causes a gap to exist between the roof deck and tThe joist seat causes a gap to exist between the roof deck and the beamhe beam

Forces generated within the diaphragm must be transferred to theForces generated within the diaphragm must be transferred to the beambeam

Filler tubes (or inverted angle) of joist seat depth must be proFiller tubes (or inverted angle) of joist seat depth must be provided to vided to 
transfer the diaphragm forcetransfer the diaphragm force

Show clearly on plan where typical detail appliesShow clearly on plan where typical detail applies

In certain cases (very small structures) a limited amount of forIn certain cases (very small structures) a limited amount of force can be ce can be 
transferred through the joist seat.  An example of this method itransferred through the joist seat.  An example of this method is shown s shown 
of page 269 of "Designing with Steel Joists, Joist Girders, and of page 269 of "Designing with Steel Joists, Joist Girders, and Steel Steel 
Deck" by Fisher, West, and Van de Pas. If this method is used boDeck" by Fisher, West, and Van de Pas. If this method is used both the th the 
weld strength and the strength of the joist seat should be checkweld strength and the strength of the joist seat should be checked.ed.

Diaphragm Force TransferDiaphragm Force Transfer
(With Joists as Purlins)(With Joists as Purlins)

204

Check anticipated areas of stress concentrations, add Check anticipated areas of stress concentrations, add 
reinforcement if necessary (e.g. at reentrant corners and aroundreinforcement if necessary (e.g. at reentrant corners and around
openings)openings)

Corner bars

Develop force beyond 
edge of opening (rebar or 
steel beam)

As = M/dFy

Plan

Diaphragm Design ProcedureDiaphragm Design Procedure
((Deflections and Detailing)

d
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Diaphragm InDiaphragm In--Plane DeflectionsPlane Deflections

EI
Lq

B 384
5 4

=Δ

tGB

q L
S 8

2

=Δ

SB Δ+Δ=Δ

tGB
LV

S 4
=Δ

Bending Deflection:
(Distributed Load on Simple Span)

Shear Deflection:
(Distributed Load on Simple Span)

Shear Deflection:
(Point Load on Simple Span)

t*G is referred to as G’ in SDI and Vulcraft publications

In most diaphragms ΔS dominates the total deflection.
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Diaphragm Shear StiffnessDiaphragm Shear Stiffness

SDI equation 3.3SDI equation 3.3--3:3:
Based on diaphragmBased on diaphragm
geometry and connectorgeometry and connector
flexibilities (See SDI Manual)flexibilities (See SDI Manual)

VulcraftVulcraft equation:equation:
Derived directly from SDIDerived directly from SDI
equationequation

CD
d
s

EtG
N ++⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

=
φ6.2

'

Factor to account
for warping

Connector slip
parameter

( )SPANK
SPAN

D
KG

X ××+⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛+

=
33.0

2'
α
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Filled Diaphragm Shear StiffnessFilled Diaphragm Shear Stiffness

SDI equation 5.6SDI equation 5.6--1:1:

VulcraftVulcraft equation:equation:

φφDDNN (D(DXX) term from earlier equations approaches 0 in filled decks ) term from earlier equations approaches 0 in filled decks 
because the fill because the fill ““substantially eliminates panel end warping for substantially eliminates panel end warping for 
loads within the design rangeloads within the design range”” (SDI Manual)(SDI Manual)

( ) 7.0'5.3
6.2

' cc fd
C

d
s
EtG +

+⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

=

Parameter to account for fill

( ) 3
3

2' K
SPANK

KG +
××+

=
α
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Structural Concrete Diaphragm Shear StiffnessStructural Concrete Diaphragm Shear Stiffness

Flexural deformation may be significant compared to shear Flexural deformation may be significant compared to shear 
deformationdeformation

Finite element model using appropriate t and geometry can be useFinite element model using appropriate t and geometry can be used d 
to determine diaphragm stiffnessto determine diaphragm stiffness

2.0
)1(2

≈
+

= ν
ν

EG

12

3tbI =

= Poisons ratio
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Metal Deck Diaphragm StrengthMetal Deck Diaphragm Strength

Metal deck strength (S) is a function of:Metal deck strength (S) is a function of:
Edge fastener strengthEdge fastener strength
Interior panel strengthInterior panel strength
Corner fastener strengthCorner fastener strength
Shear buckling strengthShear buckling strength

Equations for the above limit states are described in chapter 2 Equations for the above limit states are described in chapter 2 of of 
the SDI manualthe SDI manual

Diaphragm shear strengths for given deck / fastener combinationsDiaphragm shear strengths for given deck / fastener combinations
are  tabulated in the manufacturer catalogare  tabulated in the manufacturer catalog

Diaphragm strengths for decks or fasteners not listed in Diaphragm strengths for decks or fasteners not listed in 
manufacturer catalog can be computed using equations given in manufacturer catalog can be computed using equations given in 
SDI manualSDI manual

210

Metal Deck Diaphragm StrengthMetal Deck Diaphragm Strength

SSnn = Ultimate Shear Strength= Ultimate Shear Strength
S = Allowable Shear StrengthS = Allowable Shear Strength
SF = Safety factorSF = Safety factor

SF = 2.75 bare steel diaphragms SF = 2.75 bare steel diaphragms –– weldedwelded
SF = 2.35 bare steel diaphragms SF = 2.35 bare steel diaphragms –– screwedscrewed
SF = 3.25 filled diaphragmsSF = 3.25 filled diaphragms

Values tabulated in the manufacturer catalog are generally Values tabulated in the manufacturer catalog are generally 
based on Allowable Stress Designbased on Allowable Stress Design
Values tabulated are based on a 1/3 increase in stress due to Values tabulated are based on a 1/3 increase in stress due to 
short term or wind loading. short term or wind loading. Do not increase the tabulated Do not increase the tabulated 
capacitiescapacities..

S = 
Sn

SF
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LRFD Metal Deck Diaphragm DesignLRFD Metal Deck Diaphragm Design

φφ = 0.60= 0.60 For diaphragms for which the failure mode is that of buckling, oFor diaphragms for which the failure mode is that of buckling, otherwise;therwise;

φφ = 0.50= 0.50 For diaphragms welded to the structure subjected to earthquake lFor diaphragms welded to the structure subjected to earthquake loads, or oads, or 
subjected to load combinations which include earthquake loads.subjected to load combinations which include earthquake loads.

φφ = 0.55= 0.55 For diaphragms welded to the structure subjected to wind loads, For diaphragms welded to the structure subjected to wind loads, or or 
subjected to load combinations which include wind loads.subjected to load combinations which include wind loads.

Compare to factored loads SCompare to factored loads Suu per ASCE 7per ASCE 7

Ref: How to Update Diaphragm Tables by Larry Ref: How to Update Diaphragm Tables by Larry LuttrelLuttrel, Ph.D., P.E. (From SDI), Ph.D., P.E. (From SDI)

Capacity x S.F. = Capacity x S.F. = SSnn, , φφSSnn > S> Suu

From CatalogFrom Catalog
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LRFD Metal Deck Diaphragm DesignLRFD Metal Deck Diaphragm Design

φφ = 0.60= 0.60 For diaphragms mechanically connected to the structure subjectedFor diaphragms mechanically connected to the structure subjected to to 
earthquake loads, or subjected to load combinations which includearthquake loads, or subjected to load combinations which include e 
earthquake loads.earthquake loads.

φφ = 0.65= 0.65 For diaphragms mechanically connected to the structure subjectedFor diaphragms mechanically connected to the structure subjected to to 
wind loads, or subjected to load combinations which include windwind loads, or subjected to load combinations which include wind loads.loads.

φφ = 0.65= 0.65 For diaphragms connected to the structure by either mechanical  For diaphragms connected to the structure by either mechanical  
fastening or welding subjected to load combinations not involvinfastening or welding subjected to load combinations not involving wind or g wind or 
earthquake loads.earthquake loads.

Compare to factored loads SCompare to factored loads Suu per ASCE 7per ASCE 7

Ref: How to Update Diaphragm Tables by Larry Ref: How to Update Diaphragm Tables by Larry LuttrelLuttrel, Ph.D., P.E. (From SDI), Ph.D., P.E. (From SDI)

Capacity x S.F. = Capacity x S.F. = SSnn, , φφSSnn > S> Suu

From CatalogFrom Catalog
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Concrete Diaphragm StrengthConcrete Diaphragm Strength

The strength of cast in place concrete diaphragms is discussed iThe strength of cast in place concrete diaphragms is discussed in n 
Chapter 21 of ACI 318Chapter 21 of ACI 318

The strength of a cast in place concrete diaphragm (The strength of a cast in place concrete diaphragm (VVnn) is governed by ) is governed by 
the following equation:the following equation:

And shall not exceed:And shall not exceed:

NotesNotes: : 
–– Design of concrete diaphragms is based on ultimate strengthDesign of concrete diaphragms is based on ultimate strength
–– FFyy shall not exceed 60 shall not exceed 60 ksiksi
–– For lightweight concrete For lightweight concrete ff’’cc shall not exceed 4000 shall not exceed 4000 psipsi
–– No reduction factor is used for lightweight concreteNo reduction factor is used for lightweight concrete

( )ynccvn ffAV ρ+= '2

( )'
max 8 ccvn fAV =

ACI ACI EqnEqn. 21. 21--1010

φφVVnn > V> Vuu
φ φ = .85 ACI 318= .85 ACI 318--99, 99, φ φ = .75 ACI 318= .75 ACI 318--0202

214

Stitch/Sidelap
Fasteners

Deck Panel

Metal Deck Diaphragm TerminologyMetal Deck Diaphragm Terminology

Span

Edge
Fasteners

Sidelap

Purlin Support
Fasteners
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Metal Deck Diaphragm FastenersMetal Deck Diaphragm Fasteners
(Typical Fastener Layouts)(Typical Fastener Layouts)

36/9 = 3636/9 = 36”” Deck Width  with 9 Fasteners Per Deck WidthDeck Width  with 9 Fasteners Per Deck Width

Note that Fasteners at Panel Overlaps are Note that Fasteners at Panel Overlaps are ““Double CountedDouble Counted””

36” Coverage

36/9 Pattern

36/7 Pattern

36/5 Pattern

36/4 Pattern

36/3 Pattern

216

Metal Deck Diaphragm FastenersMetal Deck Diaphragm Fasteners
(Computation of No. of (Computation of No. of SidelapSidelap Fasteners)Fasteners)

Most Deck Manufacturers (Most Deck Manufacturers (VulcraftVulcraft, USD, CSI), USD, CSI)
SidelapSidelap fasteners in deck valleysfasteners in deck valleys
No No sidelapsidelap fasteners above purlinsfasteners above purlins
No. of No. of sidelapssidelaps per span = (span length / spacing) per span = (span length / spacing) --11

Vulcraft deck between supportsVulcraft deck above supports

Sidelap fastener
End fastener
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Metal Deck Diaphragm FastenersMetal Deck Diaphragm Fasteners
(Computation of No. of (Computation of No. of SidelapSidelap Fasteners)Fasteners)

Epic Decks (ER2R)Epic Decks (ER2R)
SidelapSidelap fasteners at deck ridgesfasteners at deck ridges
SidelapSidelap fasteners above purlinsfasteners above purlins
No. of No. of sidelapssidelaps per span = (span length / spacing) + 1per span = (span length / spacing) + 1

Epic ER2R deck above supports Epic ER2R deck between supports

Sidelap fastener
End fastener

218

Diaphragm Chord ForcesDiaphragm Chord Forces

Design beams for axial force in addition to gravity loadsDesign beams for axial force in addition to gravity loads

Design connections to transfer the through forceDesign connections to transfer the through force

OROR

Provide a continuous edge angle designed to carry the axial forcProvide a continuous edge angle designed to carry the axial force.e.
Note that the angle must be continuous and the connection betweeNote that the angle must be continuous and the connection between n 
angle sections must be capable of transmitting axial forceangle sections must be capable of transmitting axial force
Welding of angle is very difficult due to field tolerances and bWelding of angle is very difficult due to field tolerances and beam eam 
camberscambers
Consider using splice plates to lap two adjacent angles to transConsider using splice plates to lap two adjacent angles to transfer axial fer axial 
forceforce
In the case of a concrete filled diaphragm continuous reinforcinIn the case of a concrete filled diaphragm continuous reinforcing can g can 
be provided to resist chord forcesbe provided to resist chord forces
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Rigid DiaphragmRigid Diaphragm
No relative inNo relative in--plane displacement of joints within diaphragmplane displacement of joints within diaphragm
Beams with both end joints connected to a rigid diaphragm shall Beams with both end joints connected to a rigid diaphragm shall not not 
have axial forcehave axial force
-- Design using post processors will be wrongDesign using post processors will be wrong
Beams with both end joints connected to a rigid diaphragm shall Beams with both end joints connected to a rigid diaphragm shall not not 
have axial deformationhave axial deformation
-- In a braced frame, the building stiffness could be overestimatedIn a braced frame, the building stiffness could be overestimated by as by as 
much as 15% if axial deformation of beams is not consideredmuch as 15% if axial deformation of beams is not considered
Release the beam ends strategically from the rigid diaphragm so Release the beam ends strategically from the rigid diaphragm so that that 
axial force and deformation are capturedaxial force and deformation are captured
Release of excessive joints may create instabilityRelease of excessive joints may create instability

Diaphragm ModelingDiaphragm Modeling
(Rigid diaphragms)(Rigid diaphragms)

220

Flexible DiaphragmFlexible Diaphragm
Modeled using inModeled using in--plane shell elementsplane shell elements
Beams axial force is function of shell inBeams axial force is function of shell in--plane stiffnessplane stiffness
-- Design using post processors will be wrongDesign using post processors will be wrong
Beam design force = force in beam + axial force in shell tributaBeam design force = force in beam + axial force in shell tributary ry 
to the beamto the beam
Manual calculations required for proper force determinationManual calculations required for proper force determination

Diaphragm ModelingDiaphragm Modeling
(Flexible diaphragms)(Flexible diaphragms)
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Diaphragm ModelingDiaphragm Modeling
(Include load path in modeling)(Include load path in modeling)

Chords must be modeled
(to capture effective I)

VLLR
Element

VLLR
Element

Drag struts must be modeled
(to capture load path stiffness)

222

Flexible diaphragms can be modeled as membrane elementsFlexible diaphragms can be modeled as membrane elements

To assign a rigid diaphragm select joints and assign rigid To assign a rigid diaphragm select joints and assign rigid 
diaphragm constraints or master slave relationshipdiaphragm constraints or master slave relationship

Diaphragm ModelingDiaphragm Modeling
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Diaphragm Modeling Diaphragm Modeling 
(Determination of beam axial force by static)(Determination of beam axial force by static)

Beam Axial Force

Beam Axial Force:Beam Axial Force:
= F= Fn+1n+1 coscosθθn+1n+1 + (F+ (Fnn coscosθθnn –– FFn+1n+1 coscosθθn+1n+1))

142 k 142 k

213 k

0 k 0 k
71 k

71 k 71 k
142 k

141 k

141 k

141 k

-100 k

7.1 k/ft

7.1 k/ft

7.1 k/ft

+1
00

 k

-200 k+2
00

 k

-300 k+3
00

 k

10’ 10’

10’

θn+1

Fn+1

Fn
θn
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Diaphragm ModelingDiaphragm Modeling
(Determination of beam axial force by (Determination of beam axial force by staticsstatics: Approach 1): Approach 1)

Beam Axial Force:Beam Axial Force:
= F= Fn+1n+1 coscosθθn+1n+1 + (F+ (Fnn coscosθθnn –– FFn+1n+1 coscosθθn+1n+1))

7.1 k/ft
71 k

71 k

71 k

+1
00

 k

+2
00

 k

+3
00

 k

7.1 k/ft

7.1 k/ft

142 k

213 k

0 k 71 k

71 k

142 k

Beam Axial Force

θn+1

Fn+1

Fn

θn

10’

10’
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Force transferred from brace
to beam through gusset plate

Welded to beam only

θn+1

Fn+1Welded to beam only

θn

Fn

Diaphragm ModelingDiaphragm Modeling
(Beam axial force by (Beam axial force by staticsstatics: detail): detail)

Beam Axial Force:Beam Axial Force:
= F= Fn+1n+1 coscosθθn+1n+1 + (F+ (Fnn coscosθθnn –– FFn+1n+1 coscosθθn+1n+1))

Force transferred from 
diaphragm to beam

226

Diaphragm ModelingDiaphragm Modeling

Rigid diaphragmRigid diaphragm
No relative inNo relative in--plane displacement of joints within diaphragmplane displacement of joints within diaphragm
Beams with both end joints connected to rigid diaphragm will notBeams with both end joints connected to rigid diaphragm will not have have 
axial forceaxial force
-- Design using post processors will be wrongDesign using post processors will be wrong
Beams with both end joints connected to rigid diaphragm will notBeams with both end joints connected to rigid diaphragm will not have have 
axial deformationaxial deformation
-- In braced frames, the building stiffness could be overestimatedIn braced frames, the building stiffness could be overestimated by as by as 
much as 15% if axial deformation of beams is not consideredmuch as 15% if axial deformation of beams is not considered
Release the beam ends strategically from rigid diaphragm so thatRelease the beam ends strategically from rigid diaphragm so that axial axial 
force and deformation is capturedforce and deformation is captured
Release of excessive joints may create instabilityRelease of excessive joints may create instability
When release of the beam ends from rigid diaphragm is not possibWhen release of the beam ends from rigid diaphragm is not possible, le, 
use use staticsstatics to determine beam force and manual design (covered under to determine beam force and manual design (covered under 
diaphragm seminar)diaphragm seminar)
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Diaphragm Modeling (Rigid)Diaphragm Modeling (Rigid)
All joints connected to diaphragmAll joints connected to diaphragm

(eccentric or concentric brace)(eccentric or concentric brace)
Axial force = 0; All beam end joints are part of rigid diaphragm

Use statics to calculate beam axial force and design accordingly
V

V

= Joint connected to 

rigid diaphragm

Axial force diagram

228

Diaphragm Modeling (Approach #1)Diaphragm Modeling (Approach #1)
(Selected joints released from diaphragm;(Selected joints released from diaphragm;

eccentric or concentric brace)eccentric or concentric brace)
Axial force = 0; Beam ends are part 

of rigid diaphragmAxial force ≠ 0

Enough force transfer 
mechanism must be 
provided along this beam 
for force that enters at each 
level

Axial force diagram

V

V

= Joint connected to 

rigid diaphragm

= Joint released from 

rigid diaphragm

This approach should be used only when enough force transfer mechanism 
can be provided within the brace beam length
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Diaphragm Modeling (Approach #2)Diaphragm Modeling (Approach #2)
(Selected joints released from diaphragm;(Selected joints released from diaphragm;

eccentric or concentric brace)eccentric or concentric brace)
Axial force ≠ 0

Enough force transfer 
mechanism must be 
provided along this beam 
for force that enters at each 
level

Axial force diagram

V

V

= Joint connected to 

rigid diaphragm

= Joint released from 

rigid diaphragm

This approach should be used only when approach #1 can not be used (enough force 
transfer mechanism can not be provided within the brace beam length)

Beam column connection 
must be designed for the 
through force

Axial force = 0; 
Beam ends are part 
of rigid diaphragm
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Diaphragm Modeling (Approach #1)Diaphragm Modeling (Approach #1)
(Selected Joints Released from Diaphragm)(Selected Joints Released from Diaphragm)

Approach #1 is generally accepted when the concrete floor Approach #1 is generally accepted when the concrete floor 
diaphragm is continuously attached to the brace beamdiaphragm is continuously attached to the brace beam
The shear strength of the floor diaphragm over the brace beam The shear strength of the floor diaphragm over the brace beam 
shall be adequate to transmit the force that enters the brace atshall be adequate to transmit the force that enters the brace at the the 
floor in considerationfloor in consideration
Enough shear connectors must be provided over the brace beam Enough shear connectors must be provided over the brace beam 
length to transfer above forcelength to transfer above force
If force transfer within the brace length is not possible use If force transfer within the brace length is not possible use 
approach #2approach #2
The beam column connections are not required to be designed for The beam column connections are not required to be designed for 
any through force in this approachany through force in this approach
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Diaphragm Modeling (Rigid)Diaphragm Modeling (Rigid)
All joints connected to diaphragm (concentric brace)All joints connected to diaphragm (concentric brace)

V

V

= Joint connected to 

rigid diaphragm

Axial force diagram

Axial force = 0; All beam end joints are part of rigid diaphragm

Use statics to calculate beam axial force and design accordingly

232Axial force diagram

Diaphragm Modeling (Approach #1)Diaphragm Modeling (Approach #1)
(Selected joints released from diaphragm;(Selected joints released from diaphragm;

concentric brace)concentric brace)

V

V

Axial force ≠ 0

= Joint connected to 

rigid diaphragm

= Joint released from 

rigid diaphragm

This approach should be used only when enough force transfer mechanism 
can be provided within the brace beam length

Enough force transfer 
mechanism must be 
provided along this beam 
for force that enters at each 
level

Axial force = 0; Beams axially 
released

Axial force = 0; 
Beam ends are part 
of rigid diaphragm
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233Axial force diagram

Diaphragm Modeling (Approach #2)Diaphragm Modeling (Approach #2)
(Selected joints released from diaphragm;(Selected joints released from diaphragm;

concentric brace)concentric brace)

V

V

Axial force ≠ 0

= Joint connected to 

rigid diaphragm

= Joint released from 

rigid diaphragm

Enough force transfer 
mechanism must be 
provided along this beam 
for force that enters at each 
level

Axial force = 0; 
Beam ends are part 
of rigid diaphragm

Beam column 
connection must be 
designed for the 
through force

This approach should be used only when approach #1 can not be used (enough force 
transfer mechanism can not be provided within the brace beam length)
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Diaphragm ModelingDiaphragm Modeling

Flexible diaphragmFlexible diaphragm
Modeled using inModeled using in--plane shell elementsplane shell elements
Beams axial force is function of shell inBeams axial force is function of shell in--plane stiffnessplane stiffness
-- Design using post processors will be wrongDesign using post processors will be wrong
Beam design force is = force in beam + axial force in shell Beam design force is = force in beam + axial force in shell 
tributary to the beamtributary to the beam
StaticsStatics can be used to determine beam force followed by can be used to determine beam force followed by 
manual designmanual design
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Potential Diaphragm ProblemsPotential Diaphragm Problems
(Isolated lateral load resisting system)(Isolated lateral load resisting system)

Problem: Too little diaphragm contact to VLLR System

Floor Opening

Inadequate Collector Beam

High Shear VLLR Element
VLLR

Element

High Shear

Inadequate Drag Strut

Inadequate Localized Bending
(Coped Beam Analogy)

Inadequate Localized Bending
(Coped Beam Analogy)
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Potential Diaphragm ProblemsPotential Diaphragm Problems
(Large opening in floor diaphragm)(Large opening in floor diaphragm)

Problem: High shear and/or bending stress in diaphragm

Open

High ShearAtrium

VLLR
Element

VLLR
Element

Localized Chord Forces
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Potential Diaphragm ProblemsPotential Diaphragm Problems
(Partial diaphragm)(Partial diaphragm)

Problem: Improper column bracing for core columns

Open

Open

VLLR
elementVLLR

element

Mezzanine

238

Potential Diaphragm ProblemsPotential Diaphragm Problems
(Isolated VLLR element)(Isolated VLLR element)

Problem: 100% of force for VLLR2 must come through the
collector beam. Beam and connections must be designed 

for these forces.

Collector Beams

Open

Open

VLLR
Element 1

VLLR
Element 3

VLLR
Element 2
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Potential Diaphragm ProblemsPotential Diaphragm Problems
(Narrow diaphragm near VLLR)(Narrow diaphragm near VLLR)

Problem: High shears in narrow diaphragm

High Shear

VLLR Element

VLLR Element

Chord Forces

240

Potential Diaphragm ProblemsPotential Diaphragm Problems
(Long Narrow Diaphragms)(Long Narrow Diaphragms)

Problem: High Shears, Diaphragm Deflections

Large Chord Forces

VLLR Element

High Shear
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Potential Diaphragm ProblemsPotential Diaphragm Problems
Story Deep Truss Subjected To Gravity and Lateral LoadsStory Deep Truss Subjected To Gravity and Lateral Loads

H Story Deep Truss

= Joint connected to 

rigid diaphragm

= Joint released from 

rigid diaphragm

Truss I ~ 2A(H/2)Truss I ~ 2A(H/2)²²
Where A = axial area of chordsWhere A = axial area of chords

With rigid diaphragm A = With rigid diaphragm A = ∞∞. Therefore deflection and force . Therefore deflection and force 
distribution will be incorrect.distribution will be incorrect.

The joints of truss chords must be released from the diaphragm fThe joints of truss chords must be released from the diaphragm for or 
correct axial forcescorrect axial forces

Release all but joint at center from rigid diaphragmRelease all but joint at center from rigid diaphragm

242

Potential Diaphragm ProblemsPotential Diaphragm Problems
(Transfer of VLLR)(Transfer of VLLR)

Problem: High shear stress in diaphragm at transfer

VLLR
Element

VLLR Element
Below (Transfer)

VLLR
Element
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Potential Diaphragm ProblemsPotential Diaphragm Problems
(Transfer of VLLR)(Transfer of VLLR)

Diaphragm Moment = wL2/8 + VBL/4

Diaphragm Shear = wL/2 + VB/2

L-2

L-1

Brace ‘C’

Brace ‘B’

Brace ‘A’

VB
MB

w (plf)

L

244

Potential Diaphragm ProblemsPotential Diaphragm Problems
(Transfer of VLLR at base)(Transfer of VLLR at base)

Problem: Large transfer in story shear

BASE Elevation

High Shear

Basement
Wall

Ground Floor Plan

Basement
Wall
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Diaphragm Diaphragm ““Top 10Top 10””
Top 10 Reasons Why You May Have Diaphragm Related Problems:Top 10 Reasons Why You May Have Diaphragm Related Problems:

10. Diaphragm shear capacity is not checked10. Diaphragm shear capacity is not checked

9.9. Connections are not designed to transfer chord and collector forConnections are not designed to transfer chord and collector forcesces

8.8. Force transfer from the diaphragm to collector beams / VLLR systForce transfer from the diaphragm to collector beams / VLLR system is not considered, em is not considered, 
(load path is not clearly defined)(load path is not clearly defined)

7.7. Chord and collector beams are not designed properlyChord and collector beams are not designed properly

6.6. Most of the time diaphragms are not modeled in an analytical modMost of the time diaphragms are not modeled in an analytical modelel

5.5. Axial force in beams is incorrectAxial force in beams is incorrect

4.4. Large openings in the floor are not given proper attentionLarge openings in the floor are not given proper attention

3.3. Building has basement walls and these walls are ignored (ThinkinBuilding has basement walls and these walls are ignored (Thinking it is conservative to g it is conservative to 
ignore them)ignore them)

2.2. Some of the VLLR elements do not go all the way to foundation buSome of the VLLR elements do not go all the way to foundation but transfer into plant transfer into plan

1. 1. Computer analysis results do not tell the Engineer if there is aComputer analysis results do not tell the Engineer if there is a problem!problem!

246

Column BaseColumn Base
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Column BaseColumn Base

Critical interface between the steel structure Critical interface between the steel structure 
and the foundationand the foundation

Required to resist significant level of forcesRequired to resist significant level of forces

Involves design of:Involves design of:
Weld between column and base plateWeld between column and base plate
Base plate (including stiffeners when used)Base plate (including stiffeners when used)
GroutGrout
Anchor rods and plate washersAnchor rods and plate washers
Concrete baseConcrete base

248

Column BaseColumn Base

Connection at the base can have significant effect Connection at the base can have significant effect 
on the behavior of the structureon the behavior of the structure

Analytical models often assumes pinned or fixed Analytical models often assumes pinned or fixed 
column supportscolumn supports

Improper boundary conditions can lead to error in Improper boundary conditions can lead to error in 
the computed drift, Pthe computed drift, P--ΔΔ effecteffect
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Column BaseColumn Base

Base PlateBase Plate
A36 (A36 (GrGr 36 up to 8 inch and 36 up to 8 inch and GrGr 32 over 8 inch)32 over 8 inch)
A572 (A572 (GrGr 50 up to 4 inch 50 up to 4 inch GrGr 42 over 4 and up to 6 inch)42 over 4 and up to 6 inch)
There is no reason for higher grade materialThere is no reason for higher grade material
Increasing thickness is preferred to increasing strengthIncreasing thickness is preferred to increasing strength
Fillet welds are preferred over PJP or CJPFillet welds are preferred over PJP or CJP

250

Column BaseColumn Base

GroutGrout
Grout is used for building column basesGrout is used for building column bases
NonNon--Metallic NonMetallic Non--Shrink Grout conform to ASTM C1107Shrink Grout conform to ASTM C1107
Metallic grout only required under vibratory machineryMetallic grout only required under vibratory machinery
Grout strength as determined by cube test at 28 days is based Grout strength as determined by cube test at 28 days is based 
on supporting concrete strength:on supporting concrete strength:

–– 6,000 6,000 psipsi for supporting concrete with for supporting concrete with ff’’cc ≤≤ 3,000 3,000 psipsi
–– 8,000 8,000 psipsi for supporting concrete with for supporting concrete with ff’’cc > 3,000 > 3,000 psipsi to 4,000 to 4,000 psipsi
–– The ratio of 2 represents sqrt(AThe ratio of 2 represents sqrt(A22/A/A11) for bearing check) for bearing check

Grouting under base plate is not recommended when double Grouting under base plate is not recommended when double 
nut is used for outdoor connectionnut is used for outdoor connection

–– Grout may crack and retain moisture Grout may crack and retain moisture CorrosionCorrosion
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Column BaseColumn Base

Anchor rodsAnchor rods
Smooth rods (with head or nut at embedded end) are generally useSmooth rods (with head or nut at embedded end) are generally usedd
ASTM F1554 rods are used with heavy hex nut at embedded endASTM F1554 rods are used with heavy hex nut at embedded end

–– Available grades: 36, 55 and 105Available grades: 36, 55 and 105
–– Grade 36 normally Grade 36 normally weldableweldable
–– Supplemental specifications for Grade 55 Supplemental specifications for Grade 55 weldableweldable anchors must be anchors must be 

requestedrequested
–– Grade 105 not Grade 105 not weldableweldable

Galvanized anchors are used for exposed conditionsGalvanized anchors are used for exposed conditions
Galvanized anchors and nuts should be purchased from same Galvanized anchors and nuts should be purchased from same 
supplier and should be shipped preassembledsupplier and should be shipped preassembled
Post installed anchors are suitable only for very small loads anPost installed anchors are suitable only for very small loads and not d not 
practical for building columnspractical for building columns

252

Anchor Rods (F1554)Anchor Rods (F1554)
Marking at the exposed endMarking at the exposed end

White paint mark at embedded end for Grade 55 when White paint mark at embedded end for Grade 55 when 
weldableweldable

RedRed105105

YellowYellow5555

BlueBlue3636

ColorColorGradeGrade

Column BaseColumn Base
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Column BaseColumn Base

NutsNuts
ASTM 563ASTM 563
If bearing area of the head is smaller than required for If bearing area of the head is smaller than required for 
concrete strength, plate washer above nut may be required concrete strength, plate washer above nut may be required 
(ACI 318(ACI 318--02 Appendix D)02 Appendix D)

WashersWashers
ASTM F436ASTM F436
Standard flat circular, square or rectangular beveledStandard flat circular, square or rectangular beveled
Plate washers need not be welded to base plate unless Plate washers need not be welded to base plate unless 
anchor rods are required to resist shear anchor rods are required to resist shear andand movement movement 
required to engage the anchor rods in bearing can not be required to engage the anchor rods in bearing can not be 
tolerated by structuretolerated by structure

254

Design of Column BasesDesign of Column Bases

Column base subjected to:Column base subjected to:
Axial load only (compression or tension)Axial load only (compression or tension)
Axial load and shearAxial load and shear
Axial load and momentAxial load and moment

Column base design should satisfy OSHA requirementsColumn base design should satisfy OSHA requirements
The requirements exclude posts which weigh less than 300 poundsThe requirements exclude posts which weigh less than 300 pounds
Min. 4 anchor rods in column base plate connectionsMin. 4 anchor rods in column base plate connections
Moment capacity to resist a minimum eccentric gravity load of 30Moment capacity to resist a minimum eccentric gravity load of 300 0 
pounds located 18 in. from the extreme outer face of the column pounds located 18 in. from the extreme outer face of the column in in 
each directioneach direction
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Column Base with Axial Load OnlyColumn Base with Axial Load Only

Compression:Compression:
Base plate designBase plate design
Concrete bearingConcrete bearing

TensionTension
Develop and implement mechanism to transfer of force to baseDevelop and implement mechanism to transfer of force to base
Base plate designBase plate design
Anchor rod designAnchor rod design

256

Base Plate (Axial Load only)Base Plate (Axial Load only)

0.
8b

f

0.95d

b f

d

W-shape col.

Box-shape col.

d
0.95d

0.
95

d
d

Critical section for 
bending capacity of plate

φMn of plate ≥ Mu at each direction
Mu = wu x Li x ci

2 / 2

: Li = Width of plate parallel to the 
section Mu is being calculated

ci = Max. cantilever length from 
critical sections ≥ λ x n’

n’ = √(d bf)/4 and 

λ = conservatively 1

Refer to AISC Sec. 14 (Fig. 14-3)

Mu = n x Ti x ci

n = No. of anchors outside of the 
critical plane

Tu

Ti Ti

ci

Cu

wu = Cu/Abase plate

ci
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Concrete Bearing Capacity (Compression)Concrete Bearing Capacity (Compression)

A2
45o

A1

Concrete bearing capacity (Concrete bearing capacity (φφPPnn))

= = φφ x 0.85fx 0.85f’’cc x Ax A11 x x √√(A(A22/A/A11))

((φ φ = 0.65, = 0.65, √√(A(A22/A/A11) ) ≤≤ 2.0)2.0)

Min. number of anchor rods required for OSHA Min. number of anchor rods required for OSHA 
safety standards for steel erectionsafety standards for steel erection

Cu

A2

45o
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Mechanism to Transfer Tension Force to BaseMechanism to Transfer Tension Force to Base

ACI 318ACI 318--02 Appendix D:02 Appendix D:
Mainly specify the anchor strength based on concrete breakout Mainly specify the anchor strength based on concrete breakout 
capacitycapacity
Concrete breakout capacity by ACI specification is valid only foConcrete breakout capacity by ACI specification is valid only for r 
anchors with diameters not exceeding 2 in., and tensile embedmenanchors with diameters not exceeding 2 in., and tensile embedment t 
length not exceeding 25 in. in depthlength not exceeding 25 in. in depth
Section D.4.2.1 allows to include the effect of supplementary Section D.4.2.1 allows to include the effect of supplementary 
reinforcement provided to confine the concrete breakout failure.reinforcement provided to confine the concrete breakout failure.
However, it does not provide any specific guideline to assess thHowever, it does not provide any specific guideline to assess the e 
effect of reinforcementeffect of reinforcement

In general, when piers are used, concrete breakout capacity In general, when piers are used, concrete breakout capacity 
alone cannot transfer the significant level of tensile forces fralone cannot transfer the significant level of tensile forces from om 
steel column to the concrete basesteel column to the concrete base
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Anchor Rod Design (Tension)Anchor Rod Design (Tension)

The column force should be The column force should be 
transferred to concrete base by transferred to concrete base by 
properly lapping the anchors to the properly lapping the anchors to the 
reinforcement in the base.reinforcement in the base.

Base plate is designed for a moment Base plate is designed for a moment 
due to tension Tdue to tension Tii in anchor rods in anchor rods 
located outside of the critical sectionlocated outside of the critical section

Anchor rod embedment length is Anchor rod embedment length is 
critical in transferring the tension to critical in transferring the tension to 
reinforcingreinforcing

Anchor Embedment Length = Top Anchor Embedment Length = Top 
cover to reinforcing + Lcover to reinforcing + Ldd or or LLdhdh (if (if 
hooked) + 0.75 times distance from hooked) + 0.75 times distance from 
rod to rebar but not less than 17 rod to rebar but not less than 17 
times rod diametertimes rod diameter

Tu

L
d or L

dh

1.5
1

Ti = Tu / No. of anchor

Ri = Tu / No. of bars
A

nchor rod em
bedm

ent 
Length
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Column Base Subjected to Axial Load and ShearColumn Base Subjected to Axial Load and Shear

Several valid mechanisms for transferring shearSeveral valid mechanisms for transferring shear
Shear strength of anchor rodShear strength of anchor rod
FrictionFriction

–– Friction under applied loadsFriction under applied loads
–– Friction under clamping force (shear friction)Friction under clamping force (shear friction)

Bearing on column or shear lugBearing on column or shear lug

Cannot combine strength from different mechanism as peak resistaCannot combine strength from different mechanism as peak resistance nce 
occur for different mechanism at different slip or deformation loccur for different mechanism at different slip or deformation levelevel

““Shear frictionShear friction”” and and ““Shear strength of anchor rodShear strength of anchor rod”” are commonly used are commonly used 
to transfer shearto transfer shear

However, ACI 318However, ACI 318--02 Appendix D addresses shear transfer only through 02 Appendix D addresses shear transfer only through 
anchor rod shearanchor rod shear
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Shear Resistance through Friction/Shear FrictionShear Resistance through Friction/Shear Friction

For nonFor non--seismic condition:seismic condition:
φφVVnn = = φφ μμ PPuu

μμ = 0.55 for steel on grout= 0.55 for steel on grout
= 0.7 for steel on concrete= 0.7 for steel on concrete

When friction resistance under column load is less than applied When friction resistance under column load is less than applied 
factored shear force, a small movement will probably occur at factored shear force, a small movement will probably occur at 
ultimate loadultimate load
Shear friction based on clamping force instead of column axial lShear friction based on clamping force instead of column axial load oad 
can resist the applied shear.  Anchor rods have to be designed fcan resist the applied shear.  Anchor rods have to be designed for or 
additional demand.additional demand.

Seismic condition:Seismic condition:
For seismic condition, column load should not be used to developFor seismic condition, column load should not be used to develop
shear resistance by friction, use shear friction based on clampishear resistance by friction, use shear friction based on clamping ng 
forceforce

262

Shear Resistance by ACI 318Shear Resistance by ACI 318--0202

VVnn according to ACI 318according to ACI 318--02 Appendix D limited by:02 Appendix D limited by:

Steel strength of anchor in shearSteel strength of anchor in shear

Concrete breakout strength of anchor in shearConcrete breakout strength of anchor in shear

Concrete Concrete pryoutpryout strength of anchor in shearstrength of anchor in shear
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Shear Resistance by ACI 318Shear Resistance by ACI 318--0202

Steel strength of anchor in shearSteel strength of anchor in shear
–– For castFor cast--in headed stud anchors: in headed stud anchors: VVss = = nAnAseseffutut X 0.6X 0.6

For castFor cast--in headed bolt and hooked bolt anchors: in headed bolt and hooked bolt anchors: VVss = = nAnAseseffutut x 0.6x 0.6
For postFor post--installed anchors: installed anchors: VVss = = n(An(Aseseffutut x 0.6 + x 0.6 + AAslslffutslutsl x 0.4)x 0.4)

•• n = number of anchorsn = number of anchors
•• AAsese = effective cross sectional area= effective cross sectional area
•• ffutut = specified tensile strength of anchor= specified tensile strength of anchor
•• AAslsl = effective cross sectional area of sleeve= effective cross sectional area of sleeve
•• ffutslutsl = specified tensile strength of anchor sleeve= specified tensile strength of anchor sleeve

–– Where Where ffutut < 1.9f< 1.9fyy or 125 or 125 ksiksi
–– 20% reduction in shear capacity for anchors with built20% reduction in shear capacity for anchors with built--up grout padsup grout pads

264

Shear Resistance by ACI 318Shear Resistance by ACI 318--0202

Concrete breakout strength of anchor in shearConcrete breakout strength of anchor in shear
–– Refer to ACI for calculation detailsRefer to ACI for calculation details
–– If this limit controls, reinforcement should be provided to prevIf this limit controls, reinforcement should be provided to prevent the ent the 

concrete breakout failureconcrete breakout failure

* Refer to ACI318-02 
Appendix D for more 
information

Vi

C1

1
1.5

1.5C1

1.5C1 1.5C1

Vi
Stress half cone

Concrete breakout cone for shear

Idealized concrete breakout cone
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Concrete Breakout Failure (Anchor Group)Concrete Breakout Failure (Anchor Group)

Multi layer of anchor rods 
subjected to shear

Vu

Concrete failure by outer layer of 
anchors

Vcheck = Vu/2Vi

Vcheck = Vu

Vi

Concrete failure by inner layer of 
anchors

Concrete breakout strength can be Concrete breakout strength can be 
calculated according to ACI 318calculated according to ACI 318--02 02 
Appendix DAppendix D

266

Shear Resistance by ACI 318Shear Resistance by ACI 318--0202

Concrete Concrete pryoutpryout strength of anchor in shearstrength of anchor in shear
–– VVcpcp = = kkcpcpNNcbcb ((kkcpcp = 1.0 for = 1.0 for hhefef < 2.5 in., and < 2.5 in., and kkcpcp = 2.0 for = 2.0 for hhefef ≥≥ 2.5 in.)2.5 in.)

•• NNcbcb = nominal concrete breakout strength in tension of a single = nominal concrete breakout strength in tension of a single 
anchoranchor

•• hhefef = effective anchor embedment length= effective anchor embedment length
–– Will assure proper length of anchorsWill assure proper length of anchors
–– When adequate embedment length of anchor rods is provided or When adequate embedment length of anchor rods is provided or 

reinforcement is lapped as discussed in column base subjected toreinforcement is lapped as discussed in column base subjected to
tension, this limit state will not controltension, this limit state will not control
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Interaction of Tensile and Shear Forces by ACIInteraction of Tensile and Shear Forces by ACI
ACI 318ACI 318--02 Appendix D02 Appendix D

If VIf Vuu ≤≤ 0.20.2φφVVnn or or NNuu ≤≤ 0.20.2φφNNnn, interaction needs not to be considered., interaction needs not to be considered.
Otherwise, Otherwise, trilineartrilinear interaction approach shall be satisfied.interaction approach shall be satisfied.

0.2φVn

0.2φNn

φNn

φVn

Nn

Vn

2.1≤+
n

u

n

u

V
V

N
N

φφ

Trilinear interaction approach

1
5

3
5

3

=
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

+
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

n

u

n

u

V
V

N
N

φφ

When concrete breakout strength and When concrete breakout strength and pryoutpryout strength for shear resistance strength for shear resistance 
does not control, does not control, ““ACI 318ACI 318--0202”” approach becomes equivalent to approach becomes equivalent to ““shearshear--
friction approachfriction approach””
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Shear Resistance through BearingShear Resistance through Bearing

Non-Shrink 
Structural 

Grout

Shear 
Lug
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Reinforcing against Concrete Breakout (Shear)Reinforcing against Concrete Breakout (Shear)

ld

ld

Angle

Potential failure 
plane

Hairpin reinforcing bars

Concrete slab on grade
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Column Base subjected to Small MomentColumn Base subjected to Small Moment

Small moment, so Small moment, so TTuiui = 0:= 0:
0 < e (= 0 < e (= MMuu//PPuu) ) ≤≤ NN//22 –– PPuu//2q2q

Concrete bearing capacity (Concrete bearing capacity (φφPPnn))
PPuu ≤≤ qqmaxmaxYY

–– Y = N Y = N -- 2e2e
–– qqmaxmax (per in.) = (per in.) = φφcc x 0.85fx 0.85f’’cc x B x x B x √√(A(A22/A/A11))

–– φφcc = 0.65= 0.65
–– AA11 = B x Y= B x Y
–– √√(A(A22/A/A11) can be taken as 1.0) can be taken as 1.0

Base plate yielding limitBase plate yielding limit
At bearing interfaceAt bearing interface

–– q = q = PPuu/ Y/ Y
–– MMplpl = q x (m= q x (m11

22/2) /2) ≤≤ φφMMn,platen,plate

–– φφMMn,platen,plate = 0.9 x t= 0.9 x tplpl
22/4/4

At tension interface: No tension forceAt tension interface: No tension force

Pu

f e
Pu

N qY

Y/2 Y/2

Tui= 0: Provide 
Anchors per 
OSHA

q

Mu

m1
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Column Base subjected to Large MomentColumn Base subjected to Large Moment

Large moment, so Large moment, so TTuiui ≠≠ 0:0:
e (= e (= MMuu//PPuu) > ) > NN//22 –– PPuu//22q q maxmax

Concrete bearing capacity (Concrete bearing capacity (φφPPnn))
PPuu + + TTuu ≤≤ qqmaxmaxYY

–– qqmaxmax (per in.) = (per in.) = φφcc x 0.85fx 0.85f’’cc x B x x B x √√(A(A22/A/A11))

––

–– Then Then TTuu = = qqmaxmaxYY –– PPuu

((TTuiui = = TTuu/No. of anchor rods at tension side)/No. of anchor rods at tension side)

Base plate yielding limitBase plate yielding limit
At bearing interfaceAt bearing interface

–– MMu,compu,comp.. = = qqmaxmax x (mx (m11
22/2) /2) ≤≤ φφMMn,platen,plate

At tension interfaceAt tension interface
–– MMu,tensionu,tension = = TTuu x mx m2 2 ≤≤ φφMMn,platen,plate

( )

max

max

2

,2
22

q
PY root, the of sign negative only retaining By

q
efPNfNfY

u

u

=

+−
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +−±⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +=

Pu

Mu

f e Pu

N

qmax

f + N/2 -Y/2 Y/2

Tui≠ 0: Provide 
Anchors for 
resisting 
design tension

qmaxY

m1m2
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Design Procedure For Column Base Design Procedure For Column Base 
subjected to Momentsubjected to Moment

Pick a trial base plate size (N x B)

e > N/6

Pu ≤ qY

Calculate Mu for base plate, 
and determine tplate

YesNo

No

Yes

Calculate qY:

q = φc x 0.85f’c x B x √(A2/A1)

Y = N – (2 x e)

Assuming f, calculate q and Y:

Determine Pu and Mu

Calculate Tu: Tu = Pu - qY

Calculate both Mu,comp. and Mu,tension
for base plate, and determine tplate

Determine anchor rod size for 
larger of Tu and Ttemp by OSHA

Provide anchor rod for 
OSHA requirements

( )
q

efPNfNfY u +−
⎭
⎬
⎫

⎩
⎨
⎧

⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ +−±⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ += 2

22

2
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Avoiding Common Construction ProblemsAvoiding Common Construction Problems

Use a qualified field engineer to layout the anchor rodsUse a qualified field engineer to layout the anchor rods

Use AISCUse AISC--recommended hole sizes in the base platesrecommended hole sizes in the base plates
TableTable

Use symmetric patterns for the anchor rodsUse symmetric patterns for the anchor rods

Use wood or steel templates firmly fastened to the footing Use wood or steel templates firmly fastened to the footing 
or pier formsor pier forms

274

Solving Misplaced Anchors ProblemSolving Misplaced Anchors Problem

Available optionsAvailable options

Evaluate the need for the incorrectly located rods; perhaps not Evaluate the need for the incorrectly located rods; perhaps not all of all of 
them are required.them are required.

Cut rods and use epoxy anchorsCut rods and use epoxy anchors

Make larger hole and use plate washersMake larger hole and use plate washers

Fabricate a new base plate (Moment must be considered)Fabricate a new base plate (Moment must be considered)

Relocate the column on the base plate (Moment must be consideredRelocate the column on the base plate (Moment must be considered))

Bend the rods into position. This could require chipping of concBend the rods into position. This could require chipping of concreterete
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Avoiding Short Anchor ExtensionsAvoiding Short Anchor Extensions

Provide a design with ample length, and ample thread lengthProvide a design with ample length, and ample thread length

If possible, do not use highIf possible, do not use high--strengthstrength--steel anchor rods, use steel anchor rods, use 
largerlarger--diameter rodsdiameter rods

Specify supplemental specification for Specify supplemental specification for weldableweldable anchors (not anchors (not 
available for grade 105)available for grade 105)

276

Anchors too shortAnchors too short

Available optionsAvailable options

Extend a short anchor rod by welding on a threaded extension. Extend a short anchor rod by welding on a threaded extension. 
First check if the anchor rod material is First check if the anchor rod material is weldableweldable

Use a coupling nut to extend the rodUse a coupling nut to extend the rod

Cut the Cut the rod(srod(s) and use epoxy anchors) and use epoxy anchors

Weld the base plate to the rods (not high for strength rods): A Weld the base plate to the rods (not high for strength rods): A 
plate washer can be slipped over the anchor rod so that the plate washer can be slipped over the anchor rod so that the 
anchor rod can be welded to the plate washeranchor rod can be welded to the plate washer

Perform analysis for nut using the threads engaged: This can be Perform analysis for nut using the threads engaged: This can be 
done based on a linear interpolation of full threads engaged, done based on a linear interpolation of full threads engaged, 
versus the number of threads in the nutversus the number of threads in the nut
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Steel TrussesSteel Trusses
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Types and anatomyTypes and anatomy

Strategies in geometryStrategies in geometry

Member selectionMember selection

ConnectionsConnections

Practical tipsPractical tips

OverviewOverview
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Panel pointBottom chord
Top chord

Web members

Compression in 
chord  = M/d

Tension in 
chord  = M/d

Shear diagram for truss

Axial Force in 
web member  
P = V/Sin(Φ)

Φ

Truss AnatomyTruss Anatomy

d
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Types of TrussesTypes of Trusses
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Strategies for GeometryStrategies for Geometry

DepthDepth
Too small depth Too small depth Large axial forces in chordsLarge axial forces in chords
Too large depth Too large depth Long web members Long web members Tonnage increase from Tonnage increase from 
additional length as well as higher KL/radditional length as well as higher KL/r
Optimal span to depth ratio = 10 to 12Optimal span to depth ratio = 10 to 12
Constant depthConstant depth

–– Change chord member sizes along span (economical)Change chord member sizes along span (economical)
–– Simplified connectionsSimplified connections
–– Less number of chord splices and therefore less connection materLess number of chord splices and therefore less connection materialial
–– Depth optimized only at midDepth optimized only at mid--span and therefore, diagonal members span and therefore, diagonal members 

become unnecessarily long away from mid spanbecome unnecessarily long away from mid span
Variable depthVariable depth

–– Depth follows moment diagram / top chord generally slopesDepth follows moment diagram / top chord generally slopes
–– Chord forces stays nearly constantChord forces stays nearly constant
–– Segments require chord splicesSegments require chord splices

Architectural requirements often governs truss geometryArchitectural requirements often governs truss geometry
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Strategies for GeometryStrategies for Geometry

Panel point spacingPanel point spacing
Primarily governed by location of loads (purlin Primarily governed by location of loads (purlin 
spacing)spacing)
Try to maintain diagonals at 45 degreesTry to maintain diagonals at 45 degrees
When closer purlin spacing is required (limited by When closer purlin spacing is required (limited by 
spanning capability of floor/deck), consider using sub spanning capability of floor/deck), consider using sub 
postsposts
Panel points also offer inPanel points also offer in--plane bracing to chord plane bracing to chord 
members; spacing should be such that efficient use members; spacing should be such that efficient use 
of chord material is achievedof chord material is achieved
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Member DesignMember Design

Keep focus on connection while selecting member typesKeep focus on connection while selecting member types

Keep focus on connection while selecting orientation of memberKeep focus on connection while selecting orientation of member

Net section Net section Member can not be utilized for its full tension Member can not be utilized for its full tension 
capacity without member end supplemental platescapacity without member end supplemental plates

Moments in chord member must be considered when diagonal work Moments in chord member must be considered when diagonal work 
point away from chord centerlinepoint away from chord centerline

Secondary moments in chord can be ignored if design is based on Secondary moments in chord can be ignored if design is based on 
KL = distance between panel point ( K = 1)KL = distance between panel point ( K = 1)

If load exists between panel points, moments must be considered If load exists between panel points, moments must be considered 
may affect member selectionmay affect member selection
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Member Types and ConnectionsMember Types and Connections

Double anglesDouble angles
Simple connections with Simple connections with 
gusset plategusset plate
Not suitable for long Not suitable for long 
span as KL/r will be very span as KL/r will be very 
high high less efficient use less efficient use 
of materialof material
Primarily used as chord Primarily used as chord 
material in joists and material in joists and 
joist girdersjoist girders
A36 preferred materialA36 preferred material CL BRACE

WP
CL
TOP CHORD
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Member Types and ConnectionsMember Types and Connections

WT chords with angles as web WT chords with angles as web 
membersmembers

Simple connections with/without  Simple connections with/without  
gusset plategusset plate

Not suitable for long span as KL/r will Not suitable for long span as KL/r will 
be very high be very high less efficient use of less efficient use of 
materialmaterial

WP

Centroid of
Top chord

WT section Grind weld

Gusset plate
(WT stem
extension)
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Member Types and ConnectionsMember Types and Connections

Double channelsDouble channels
Simple connections with Simple connections with 
gusset plategusset plate
Limited selection of Limited selection of 
channel shapeschannel shapes

CL
TOP CHORD

CL BRACE

WP
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Member Types and ConnectionsMember Types and Connections

HSS membersHSS members

Variety of connection Variety of connection 
possibilitiespossibilities

WeldedWelded
–– Ratio of widths importantRatio of widths important
–– Punching of supporting wallPunching of supporting wall

Single gusset plateSingle gusset plate
–– ThroughThrough
–– Wall mountedWall mounted

Double gusset platesDouble gusset plates

Efficient for long unbraced Efficient for long unbraced 
lengths as LTB is generally lengths as LTB is generally 
not an issuenot an issue

CL
TOP CHORD

WP

CL
TOP CHORD

WP

Wall mounted gusset plate

Through gusset plate

288

Member Types and ConnectionsMember Types and Connections

Round HSS membersRound HSS members

Aesthetically pleasantAesthetically pleasant

Contoured welded Contoured welded 
connections difficult to connections difficult to 
fabricate and expensivefabricate and expensive

Design guidelines available Design guidelines available 
only for simple connectionsonly for simple connections

Welding process requires Welding process requires 
highly skilled personnelhighly skilled personnel

CL
TOP CHORD

WP
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Member Types and ConnectionsMember Types and Connections

Wide flange shapesWide flange shapes
Primarily used for long spansPrimarily used for long spans
Large selection of shapes Large selection of shapes 
(W14x43 (W14x43 –– 730)730)
Several connection Several connection 
possibilitiespossibilities
Special consideration required Special consideration required 
for restrained conditions for restrained conditions 
developed for weldsdeveloped for welds

CL
CHORD

WP

All Welded Connection
(ship Shop fabricated modules and (ship Shop fabricated modules and 

field bolted splice)field bolted splice)
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Member Types and ConnectionsMember Types and Connections

Wide flange shapes: other connection possibilitiesWide flange shapes: other connection possibilities
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Practical Tips for Truss DesignPractical Tips for Truss Design

Consider connection design in the member selection/design procesConsider connection design in the member selection/design processs

Engage fabricator/erector in the design process as early as possEngage fabricator/erector in the design process as early as possibleible

Consider the weight of connection in the designConsider the weight of connection in the design
Wide flange connection allowance can be as high as 20% of the weWide flange connection allowance can be as high as 20% of the weight of truss ight of truss 
membersmembers

Try to use filed bolted connections and limit welding to shop weTry to use filed bolted connections and limit welding to shop welding onlylding only

For repetitive trusses, consider grouping member sizes;  The addFor repetitive trusses, consider grouping member sizes;  The additional itional 
tonnage may offset the savings in detailing and fabricationtonnage may offset the savings in detailing and fabrication

Document detailed erection plan and assumptions made in the desiDocument detailed erection plan and assumptions made in the designgn

Design and detail connections on construction documents.  If notDesign and detail connections on construction documents.  If not, clearly , clearly 
show the design forces including through forcesshow the design forces including through forces

Envelop of forces may not be sufficient for independent engineerEnvelop of forces may not be sufficient for independent engineer to design to design 
connectionsconnections

Study the camber requirements and show on construction documentsStudy the camber requirements and show on construction documents
clearlyclearly
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Practical Tips for Truss DesignPractical Tips for Truss Design

Bracing member forces from computer analysis may not proper whenBracing member forces from computer analysis may not proper when
tolerances/out of straightness not considered in analytical modetolerances/out of straightness not considered in analytical model l 
Design such members and their connections for required minimum bDesign such members and their connections for required minimum bracing racing 
forceforce

For roof trusses, verify if net uplift is possible or not and prFor roof trusses, verify if net uplift is possible or not and properly brace operly brace 
bottom chord under compressionbottom chord under compression

When story deep trusses are used, consider their participation wWhen story deep trusses are used, consider their participation with lateral ith lateral 
load resisting systemload resisting system

Consider using slip critical bolts in oversize holes to alleviatConsider using slip critical bolts in oversize holes to alleviate fit up e fit up 
problems.  When bearing bolts in standard holes are used, considproblems.  When bearing bolts in standard holes are used, consider shop er shop 
fittingfitting

For long spans, consider using higher strength material for reduFor long spans, consider using higher strength material for reducing cing 
member sizes and tonnagemember sizes and tonnage
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Computer Modeling and Computer Modeling and 
VerificationVerification

294

Modeling IssuesModeling Issues

General checksGeneral checks
Make sure that units are correct throughout the model Make sure that units are correct throughout the model 
geometry, section properties, material, loadsgeometry, section properties, material, loads
View deflected shape of structure View deflected shape of structure many problems are visually many problems are visually 
noticeablenoticeable
Perform second order analysis or consider PPerform second order analysis or consider P--Delta analysis using Delta analysis using 
alternative methodsalternative methods
Consider performing modal analysis of complex structures Consider performing modal analysis of complex structures 
many modeling errors will be caught under low frequency modesmany modeling errors will be caught under low frequency modes
Model material properties that you specify on contract documentsModel material properties that you specify on contract documents
(A36 VS A572)(A36 VS A572)
DonDon’’t forget about serviceability issuest forget about serviceability issues
Check stability and drift at all levelsCheck stability and drift at all levels
ALWAYS check equilibrium of structureALWAYS check equilibrium of structure
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Modeling IssuesModeling Issues

Boundary conditionsBoundary conditions
Model pinned base when rotational stiffness at the base is less Model pinned base when rotational stiffness at the base is less than EI/2L than EI/2L 
of columnof column
Model fixed base when rotational stiffness at the base is greateModel fixed base when rotational stiffness at the base is greater than r than 
18EI/L18EI/L
Spring stiffness can be obtained using PCI methodSpring stiffness can be obtained using PCI method
Do not casually model roller support; even Teflon coated slide bDo not casually model roller support; even Teflon coated slide bearings earings 
offer coefficient of friction of 5%offer coefficient of friction of 5%
Do not model truss type structures with horizontal restraints atDo not model truss type structures with horizontal restraints at each each 
supportsupport
When structure seem too sensitive to the assumed boundary conditWhen structure seem too sensitive to the assumed boundary condition, ion, 
consider to bound the solutionconsider to bound the solution
Pay special attention to basements in highPay special attention to basements in high--rise buildings rise buildings Basement Basement 
walls may act as shear wall generating very high demand on diaphwalls may act as shear wall generating very high demand on diaphragm ragm 
or floor slabor floor slab
Use effective lengths of compression member in design consistentUse effective lengths of compression member in design consistent with with 
the boundary conditionsthe boundary conditions
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Modeling IssuesModeling Issues

Member modelingMember modeling
Use material properties that are consistent with contract Use material properties that are consistent with contract 
documentsdocuments
Consider modeling HSS members with properties using Consider modeling HSS members with properties using 
0.93 * nominal thickness0.93 * nominal thickness
When rigid end offsets are used, consider the When rigid end offsets are used, consider the 
deformations that occur inside of the beam column jointsdeformations that occur inside of the beam column joints
Member end release should reflect the connection Member end release should reflect the connection 
fixity/flexibilityfixity/flexibility

–– Do not release moment at the end of member and provide Do not release moment at the end of member and provide 
moment connectionmoment connection

–– Model how you are going to detail Model how you are going to detail  Detail how you Detail how you 
modeledmodeled
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Modeling IssuesModeling Issues

Diaphragm and master slaveDiaphragm and master slave
Verify the assumption of rigid diaphragm before modelingVerify the assumption of rigid diaphragm before modeling
Rigid diaphragm (floor master Rigid diaphragm (floor master –– slave) modeling results zero slave) modeling results zero 
axial force in members within the diaphragm axial force in members within the diaphragm Design of brace Design of brace 
beams require manual force determinationbeams require manual force determination
Verify the strength of connection (studs or deck attachment)Verify the strength of connection (studs or deck attachment)
Check of connection between diaphragm and brace beam can Check of connection between diaphragm and brace beam can 
transfer the story load or not transfer the story load or not When required, collector beam When required, collector beam 
may be required may be required Computer program will not be able to make Computer program will not be able to make 
decision on such issuesdecision on such issues
Through force must be indicated on construction document Through force must be indicated on construction document 
unless connection design is performed by EORunless connection design is performed by EOR
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Modeling IssuesModeling Issues

LoadingLoading
Consider eccentricity in wind as well as seismic loadingConsider eccentricity in wind as well as seismic loading
Response spectrum analysis results do not carry signs (tension VResponse spectrum analysis results do not carry signs (tension VS S 
compression) compression) take special care in designing connections and take special care in designing connections and 
transfer forcestransfer forces
Use response modification factor consistent with the detailing oUse response modification factor consistent with the detailing of f 
connections, member design criteriaconnections, member design criteria
Do not use conservative estimate of design loads when combinatioDo not use conservative estimate of design loads when combinations ns 
for overturning (net uplift) are consideredfor overturning (net uplift) are considered
Make allowance for connections in selfMake allowance for connections in self--weight calculationsweight calculations
When only lateral load resisting system is modeled, consider theWhen only lateral load resisting system is modeled, consider the
loading on leaning system for stability purposeloading on leaning system for stability purpose
When exposed to whether, consider thermal loadingWhen exposed to whether, consider thermal loading
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Modeling IssuesModeling Issues

Know default values considered by the design programs and Know default values considered by the design programs and 
change them as requiredchange them as required

Codes: ASD or LRFD Codes: ASD or LRFD Consistent with load combinationsConsistent with load combinations
UnUn--braced length braced length Default may be full length without modeling Default may be full length without modeling 
of deckof deck
Effective length of compression members Effective length of compression members Default may be Default may be 
braced frame (non sway frame) where as model may be for braced frame (non sway frame) where as model may be for 
moment frame (sway frame)moment frame (sway frame)
Material strength Material strength default may be 50 default may be 50 ksiksi requiring new definition requiring new definition 
for HSS or A36for HSS or A36
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